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Michael Jones < >


Re: CDH 005/14


Michael Jones < > 6 February 2017 at 10:27
Reply-To: 
To: commissioner@coe.int


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my last correspondence with your office on 22/10/2016, with regard to my complaint of 12/04/2016 over the
regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO), in which I had provided an update
to the List and Archive of correspondence in reference to my complaint against UCLH NHS Trust of 09/11/2015, and
the subsequent referral of that complaint to the PHSO on 28/12/2015 (re: Document List D (update3) and associated
archive: 244515-262750.zip), I write to provide you with copies of the latest correspondence between the PHSO and
myself in relation to this complaint. 


Please find attached two items of correspondence to add to the existing archive 244515-262750.zip. I have yet not
updated the List file in this submission; however the two additions are fairly self-explanatory. They are as follows:


i) Copy letter from Phil Whitehead, Customer Care Officer at the PHSO, dated 05/09/2016, being the 'report' referred
to by Mr. Whitehead in his last email to me of 15/08/2016 (item (25) of Document List D) - D.26-
P.Whitehead_report_05.9.16.pdf.


ii) Copy letter from myself to the Ombudsman Casework Team (the replacement of the Review Team at the PHSO),
dated 30/01/2017, being principally my request for a review of Matt Miles' decision of 22/07/2016 (item (21) of List D)
not to investigate my complaint against UCLH NHS Trust; but encompassing also my comments in response to Mr.
Whitehead's report of 05/09/2016 - D.27-review_request_PHSO_30.1.17.pdf.


The comments made in my email to you of 22/10/2016 in relation to the apparent inaction of the PHSO should be
updated therefore in recognition of the fact that Mr. Whitehead's missing report has now materialised. However, as
explained in my letter of 30/01/2017, although Mr. Whitehead's report is dated 05/09/2016, the PHSO were aware that
I would be unlikely to receive the item promptly (if at all) since it had chosen to send this item to me exclusively by
surface mail, in the full knowledge that I am generally absent from my home address and have no reliable access to
mail sent there. I have made repeated requests in my complaint correspondence for the PHSO to correspond only
with my email address. Indeed, Mr. Whitehead's report is the only item in relation to this complaint to actually have
been sent to home address since Mr. Baker's initial acknowledgement of my referral dated 28/01/2016 (item (7) of List
D), which had also been respectfully copied to my email address.


In terms of the contents of Mr. Whitehead's report, the ambiguity which had initially been raised by his suggestion of a
prospective 'review' in his introductory emails to me of 26/07/2016 and 08/08/2016 (items (22) & (23) of List D) - the
fact that the proposal of a review appeared under the second reference number (262750), and therefore appeared to
relate to Matt Miles' decision of 22/07/2016 (item (21) of List D), is now resolved in view of the contents of p.2 of Mr.
Whitehead's report. It is now clear that this intended review was purely retrospective (it related only to my earlier
request under reference 244515, and to my complaint over the stalling of that request in my email to Dan Turner of
15/07/2016 (item (19) of List D)).


There was therefore never any intention of conducting a sincere review of that decision, since a review had already
been implicitly declined in the somewhat irregular decision to reallocate the complaint for (a second) initial
asssessment made following Janet Ratchford's email to me of 08/07/2016 (item (14) of List D), resulting in the issue of
the second reference number.


Mr. Whitehead's involvement, following my email of 15/07/2016, was engaged therefore merely for the sake of
'covering the tracks' of the PHSO in its abrogation of the incomplete complaint process under reference 244515, and
of the sensitive legal pitfalls raised by Martin Catterall's 'embarrassing' initial assessment of my complaint of
11/03/2016 (item (8) of List D).
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I submit therefore that there can have been no genuine purpose behind Mr. Whitehead's involvement other than those
listed at the top of p.4 of my letter of 30/01/2017, i.e., those of:


a) To obfuscate over the fact that a review had already been implicitly and underhandedly declined in the decision
made prior to 11/07/2016 to conduct a second assessment.


b) To pre-empt the possibility of my requesting a review of Matt Miles’ decision of 22/07/2016, by raising the ambiguity
of a prospective review under the second reference number (262750); meaning that I would delay issuing such a
request while waiting on Mr. Whitehead’s report.


The effectuality of the second of these is underscored in the action of declining to copy Mr. Whitehead's report to my
email address.


Your faithfully,
Michael Jones
[Quoted text hidden]


2 attachments


D.26-P.Whitehead_report_05.9.16.pdf
598K


D.27-review_request_PHSO_30.1.17.pdf
438K
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The Commissioner for Human Rights   Michael Jones 
Council of Europe      [Address] 
Avenue de l’Europe       
F – 67075 Strasbourg       
France           
   
         
By email: commissioner@coe.int     


 
 


Your reference: CDH 005/14     25 April 2015 


Dear Sir, 


Thank you for the letter signed by Isil Gachet, dated 24 April 2014, which I have recently 
received, in response to my letter to you of 4 November 2013. The reason for my late 
receipt of your communication is that, due to the persistence of attempts upon my life, 
from a number of sources, as a direct consequence of my efforts since December 2010 
to disclose evidence of an historical NHS atrocity, I am currently forced to live in 
effective exile from my home and from the UK, and hence have only infrequent access 
to my post. Therefore, please ensure that any response to this letter is also copied to the 
above email address. 


In my original communication to you, I had presented evidence of systematic and 
ongoing human rights abuses, within the British National Health Service, involving, in 
particular, my own victimisation at age five (in 1967) to a covert program of pioneering 
neurological research, to invasive experimental surgery without medical justification, and 
to the cover-up (since 2008) within a major London NHS Trust, of MRI scan evidence 
revealing aspects of that surgery. The implication from the combined evidence was that 
ultimate responsibility for this undertaking lay within certain offices of the British 
Government, in collusion with various scientific, health, and educational institutions, and 
that the matter had been maintained under the strictest state secrecy for nearly five 
decades. My letter and report had also pointed to the failure of the General Medical 
Council of the UK to respond appropriately to evidence which supported these 
allegations, and to the failure of the Police to respond either to the historical evidence 
presented in my report, or to recent evidence of attempts on my life since December 
2010, at which time I first came into possession of the key prima facie medical evidence 
which supported my major allegations (see pp.72-79 of the enclosed report for greater 
detail on these circumstances). 


The response from Mr. Gachet, in his letter to me of last April, was to excuse the role of 
the Commissioner from any specific action in this case by invoking the Commissioner’s 
mandate, which excludes the Commissioner from the requirement of addressing 
individual complaints. While I accept that, at the time of my original communication, I 
had not fully exhausted all avenues of regulatory process in the UK, it appears that Mr. 
Gachet’s response fails to fully apprehend the scope and dimensions of the issues 
raised by my original communication. 
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To elaborate on this point, while I clearly have a substantial individual complaint against 
the British National Health Service and the British Government, however that complaint 
may ultimately be resolved, it is doubtful that I could reasonably be considered an 
isolated victim in this affair. The experimental surgery in question involved the illicit 
bodily implantation of a series of highly sophisticated technical devices, which were 
medically unprecedented (and remain unique to this day), and which were designed to 
procure seminal and irreplaceable information regarding human neurological processes, 
essential to the advancement of certain technological fields. Such a singular program 
would undoubtedly necessitate a massive financial investment, and it is economically 
inconceivable that such an investment might have been risked upon the fate of a single 
research subject. That is to say, there must have been other victims of the same form of 
experimental surgery in addition to myself – probably a limited few – as a means of 
balancing the risk, but also as a means of ensuring a minimal degree of quantitative 
sampling in the research data. 


Unfortunately, I have no knowledge of the identities, or the fates, of these other research 
subjects. It seems highly likely that these subjects are either no longer living or, if alive, 
that unlike myself they remain unaware of the technical details of the abuse they have 
suffered (just as I was essentially unaware prior to the year 2001, when certain aspects 
of evidence first came to my attention). In either case, I suspect that the disclosure of 
the details of my own case would act as a precursor for the subsequent exposition of all 
other cases. My own case is therefore inextricably bound up with a series of currently 
unreported cases – a circumstance which reinforces the institutional pressure working 
against public disclosure of my own ‘individual’ case, and which suggests the need for 
all related cases to be treated collectively, as a ‘class’. 


That the British Government (which, at the time of my ‘tonsillectomy’ operation, was a 
key signatory to such international protocols as the Convention of Rome (1950), and the 
Declaration of Helsinki (1964)) could act through its Department of Health with such 
cynical contempt for those conventions, in the name of scientific and technological 
advancement, to systematically ‘brain-rape’ and maim a select group of its most 
vulnerable citizens (children), with a view to their lasting biological enslavement, and 
under the cloak of rigid state secrecy, can only be interpreted as the most serious 
organised humanitarian atrocity perpetrated in Europe since WWII. That the 
Commissioner should be permitted to ‘turn a blind eye’ to my report, by the invoking of 
his mandate, declining any active role or interest in the resolution of an affair of such 
scale and significance, is an expression of the utmost banality and complicity, and points 
to a complete breakdown of the structures of accountability in European human rights 
legislation. 


Conduct of the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman 


In his letter to me, Mr. Gachet had referred me to the Parliamentary and Health Service 
Ombudsman (PHSO). My letter to you of 4 November 2013 had referred to the evidence 
of two MRI scans, and to the cover-up of the evidence revealed in the first of these by 
Guy’s & St. Thomas’ NHS Trust (GSTT), who had produced the scan in October 2008. 
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My complaint against GSTT was referred to the PHSO on 23 September 2013. 
However, the PHSO declined to investigate the complaint on the basis that it was ‘out of 
time’ – there was a gap of 27 months between my obtaining possession of a copy of the 
MRI scan and my registering the complaint with GSTT, while the PHSO operates a 12-
month time-limit on the acceptance of complaints. This was in spite of the fact that there 
were strong extenuating circumstances which inhibited my ability to make a substantial 
complaint to GSTT before March 2013; and in spite of the fact also that there were clear 
overriding reasons in the public interest for the PHSO to waive its standard time-limit. 


It is also the case that, even at the time of making the complaint to GSTT in March 2013, 
I had no explicit expert corroboration of the evidence, and therefore no legal basis upon 
which to pursue a complaint, only a rather vain hope that GSTT might voluntarily admit 
to its own cover-up. In my understanding, the time period during which a complaint is 
acceptable begins at the point at which knowledge of the causes of the complaint is 
established for the complainant. The PHSO’s decision therefore relied mistakenly on 
their assumption that the notional suspicions I held in December 2010 that the MRI scan 
may reveal evidence of illicit surgical implants constitute in themselves adequate legal 
knowledge of a cause for complaint. 


I submitted a request for a review of the PHSO’s decision not to investigate on 25 
November 2013, in which I tried to make it clear why their decision was unreasonable. 
However, following its review the PHSO finalised its decision not to investigate on 31 
December. In their decision letter there is no indication that the Review Team had given 
any serious consideration to the reasons set out in my request, and they maintained 
intractably their original decision not to investigate the complaint (please see pp.57-60 of 
my enclosed report, for an analysis of the PHSO’s decision). 


My letter to you of 4 November 2013 had referred also to the evidence of a second MRI 
scan, produced at the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery (NHNN – a 
part of UCLH NHS Trust) on 6 March 2013. The evidence of a small rigid box-like 
structure (which was not revealed in the first MRI scan), clearly of non-biological origin, 
positioned behind the back of my throat, is self-evident and irrefutable in the scan 
images presented in my report (see pp.60-65 of my report) and on my website 
(http://somr.info/rep0.php). Nevertheless, the response from UCLH NHS Trust, dated 16 
December 2013, to my complaint to them over NHNN’s apparent cover-up of this 
evidence, was to flatly deny the existence of the anomaly, claiming the anatomy of my 
neck as “normal”, with “no signs of any foreign body or device whatsoever”. 


This complaint was then similarly referred to the PHSO on 18 December 2013, who 
responded, on 9 January 2014, with a decision to investigate the complaint. On 5 March, 
I enquired with the PHSO over the progress of their investigation. I was informed on 6 
March that the complaint had not yet been allocated to an investigator. I then received 
the PHSO’s draft investigation report, dated 14 March 2014, i.e., less than six working-
days following its allocation. 


The decision of the PHSO’s draft investigation report, as well as its subsequent final 
report (dated 4 April 2014), was not to uphold my complaint against UCLH NHS Trust. 
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Both reports relied on the informal verbal advice of its quoted Medical Advisor (himself 
an employee of the NHS, hence with questionable independence), who apparently had 
concurred with the opinions of the specialists at NHNN that the MRI scan did not show 
evidence of any artificial structures in my neck. The quoted Advisor however is not 
named in the PHSO’s report, is not a specialist in neuroradiology, and has submitted no 
material report of his findings. What is more, it transpired following discussions with the 
complaint investigator Paul Farrell, that the Advisor had not even undertaken an 
examination of the original MRI scan (which was of course already in the PHSO’s 
possession), but had merely conducted a cursory examination, during a discussion with 
Mr. Farrell at his desk, of the three images I had personally copied from the scan and 
sent to the PHSO as email attachments. It is not acceptable that an independent 
medical evaluation of the scan should be conducted by the Advisor looking at the 
derived image-details (only) which have been copied from the original scan material and 
modified by the patient. 


I requested a review of the PHSO’s investigation decision on 30 June 2014. In my 
request I referred to the poor quality of the advice quoted in the investigation reports, 
and my assessment that, as the Advisor had not himself written the advice, he could not 
therefore be held legally accountable for any indirect quoted instance of it, and that the 
advice therefore had the legal value of hearsay. I also pointed out that the investigation 
had overlooked the arguments made throughout my complaint correspondence with 
respect to: a) the self-evident nature of the evidence; and: b) the systemic constraints 
operating across the broad institution of the NHS against disclosure of that evidence; 
and the likelihood that the same constraints now appeared to be affecting the advice of 
the PHSO’s own Advisor (who was after all an NHS employee). 


The PHSO’s response (dated 17 July 2014) was to refuse to conduct a review, on the 
basis that my request did not meet their review criteria, on the grounds that I had not 
pointed out any evidence which the PHSO had overlooked in its investigation. This is 
untrue however as I had pointed out on p.5 of my request that the PHSO had not 
conducted an independent medical evaluation of the original MRI scan. For your 
information, I enclose a copy of my letter requesting a review, as well as the response 
from Nicola Bubb of the PHSO’s Review Team.  


From the conduct of its investigation (please see pp.65-69 of my report for a full analysis 
of the PHSO’s investigation, with particular reference to its selection of an ‘internal’ 
Advisor, with an inappropriate specialism), it is clear that the PHSO’s intention all along 
was that of conducting a deliberately crude and peremptory investigation, with the initial 
aim of not upholding the complaint, fully complicit with the cover-up of medical evidence 
enacted by specialists at NHNN. The only reasonable explanation for this conduct is 
that, faced with such serious allegations against the NHS and, by implication, against 
the British Government, as well as incontrovertible evidence which proved those 
allegations, the PHSO found itself structurally incapable of carrying out any effective 
independent regulatory action. For it to have done so would have resulted in the 
disclosure of matters of state-criminality, and which would inevitably have precipitated a 
national crisis. 
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Inaccessibility of effective regulation at the national level 


Following the PHSO’s assessment that it was “reasonable” of me to have made a 
complaint to GSTT within a year of obtaining a copy of the first Brain MRI scan, in the 
absence of any expert corroboration of the evidence (i.e., on the basis of my notional 
suspicions alone), and that this justified their decision not to investigate my complaint 
against GSTT by invoking their 12-month time limit on the acceptance of a complaint, I 
felt that the judgement of the PHSO was in question – it appeared rather too intractable 
and impervious to reason in its decision-making. I found this state of affairs quite 
disconcerting, as I saw no available national route other than the PHSO for pursuing my 
complaints, having previously been frustrated in my earlier appeal to the General 
Medical Council. I estimated that it was the sheer magnitude of the atrocity indicated by 
the evidence in my possession which placed the issue beyond the regulatory power of 
the PHSO to address or resolve. For the PHSO to resolve the complaint would require it 
to enlist the expert opinion of one of its Medical Advisors with regard to the MRI scan 
evidence. In spite of the PHSO’s claims to be ‘independent of the NHS’, it is a 
prerequisite that all of its contracted Medical Advisors are also employees of the NHS. I 
could not imagine a situation in which any NHS employee would have the courage to 
speak out, unilaterally, to reveal the truth of the contents of my MRI scans. 


Nevertheless, it was necessary for me to ‘go through the motions’ of pursuing each of 
my complaints through the PHSO, to its conclusion. The PHSO responded (at least in 
respect of the second complaint) with the appearance of a regulatory process, in a 
manner which involved the least degree of administrative inconvenience. However, I 
think that the collective correspondence of the PHSO at each stage of the two 
processes displays a remarkable poverty of judgement, and a distinct lack of integrity, 
and which, in view of the extraordinary content of my allegations, and the self-evident 
nature of the evidence in support of them, reveals the PHSO’s structural inability to offer 
any effective regulation in the context of the most serious ethical transgressions 
conducted within the NHS. 


Under normal circumstances, it would of course be possible for me to challenge each of 
the decisions of the PHSO by a process of Judicial Review. Having made numerous 
attempts since July last year to engage the advice of legal representatives, upon these 
and one other matter (my concurrent dissatisfaction with the outcome of my complaint 
against the Metropolitan Police, and subsequent appeal to the Independent Police 
Complaints Commission – see pp.80-87 of the enclosed report), with a view to seeking 
Judicial Reviews in each case, experience has shown that a comparable reticence and 
reluctance to discuss, openly and frankly, the fundamental details of my case prevails 
amongst all those legal professionals I have attempted to consult. The reality of the 
situation is manifestly that no person in a professional legal or medical capacity in the 
UK is prepared to take on the responsibility – in fear for their own personal security – of 
acting unilaterally towards a disclosure of the evidence, when such action would lead 
inexorably to the invocation of issues of national security. 


This is the nature of the problem I have faced since coming into possession of a copy 
the first MRI scan from St. Thomas’ Hospital in December 2010. The exercise of human 
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rights legislation at the international level requires firstly that all processes at the national 
level have first been exhausted. But this is an option which is unavailable to me, under 
the circumstances of a systemic and state-wide policy of non-disclosure, affecting not 
only the actions of the police and several major hospitals, but also those of the principle 
regulatory bodies tasked to oversee the actions of both the police and the National 
Health Service (the GMC, the PHSO, and the IPCC). These institutions are ultimately 
composed of individuals, and no such individual has either the courage, or the words, to 
openly corroborate the appalling and sinister horror indicated by the evidence I have 
presented. 


It is a reasonable analysis, in this context of allegations of historical, organised abuse of 
a group of minors, for instrumental ends, facilitated by various offices of state, and 
undertaken within institutions providing state healthcare that, left to its own regulatory 
devices, no national body will succeed in breaking the omertà of silence and denial 
which prevails over the evidence; meaning that I, for one, shall remain deprived 
indefinitely of the restorative healthcare appropriate to an open and frank 
acknowledgement of my actual medical condition. There is simply an absence of 
political or judicial will to countenance the truth of the matter. This is not a factor of the 
obscurity or the insignificance of the case, but rather of its singularity and enormity as an 
humanitarian atrocity. There is an absolute and urgent requirement therefore for a public 
exposition and discussion of the details of this case, if the public is to have any faith in a 
guarantee against the repetition of such state-sanctioned ethical atrocity, evidently 
perpetrated within a European liberal-democratic regime against a group of its most 
vulnerable citizens. 


I would respectfully request that the Commissioner act in the interest of humanitarian 
principles within the European Union, to initiate international measures to bring about an 
enquiry into these allegations. 


Yours faithfully, 


Michael S. Jones 


N.b.  Access to the complaints correspondence referred to in the above is available from the 
individual pages of my website at: http://somr.info/report.  Alternatively, the collected 
correspondence is available in the form of a zip archive at: http://somr.info/lib/SOMR_corres.zip.  


Enclosures: 


1. Copy of my 98-page report: Special Operations in Medical Research (rev. 25/04/2015) – 
Special_Operations_in_Medical_Research.pdf. 


2. Copy of my letter to the PHSO requesting a review of its decision not to uphold my 
complaint UCLH NHS Trust – review_request_PHSO_30.6.14.pdf. 


3. Copy of the response from the PHSO’s Review Team to the above request – 
PHSO_review_letter_17.7.14.pdf. 








Michael Jones < >


Formal Complaint over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary &
Health Service Ombudsman


Michael Jones < > 25 April 2016 at 08:20
Reply-To: 
To: civilsociety@ohchr.org, nationalinstitutions@ohchr.org


Dear Sir or Madam,


This communication follows my previous submission to your office of 1 October 2013, in which I had enclosed
medical evidence in the form of CD copies of two MRI scans.


The purpose of this email is to submit to you my formal complaint over the regulatory conduct of the UK
Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO), following a series of decisions made by the PHSO in
response to referrals to that organisation of complaints originally made against the two NHS Trusts responsible
for producing and reporting upon the MRI scans submitted to the OHCHR in October 2013.


The substance of my complaint is detailed in the attached letter: complaint_OHCHR_25.4.16.pdf. The additional
six attached zip archives are explained within that complaint letter.


This is a substantial submission, and I hope I have enclosed sufficient information, and adequate explanation of
the cause of my complaint, to enable a formal examination of the regulatory conduct of the PHSO with regard to
these matters. If you should require any further information, then please let me know by responding only to this
email address. I am currently forced into effective exile from the UK due to the persistence of clandestine
attempts upon my life there, against which I have no protection from the law or from health services. Hence, I
have no access to mail sent to my home address. Therefore, please ensure that any form of response to this
communication is sent only to this email address.


Yours faithfully,
Michael S. Jones


http://www.somr.info


7 attachments


complaint_OHCHR_25.4.16.pdf
290K


Lists&Report.zip
2267K


173713.zip
4099K


179837.zip
7529K


180294.zip
2162K


244515.zip
772K


PHSO_FOI_response.zip
5295K
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Michael Jones < >


Re: Formal Complaint over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary &
Health Service Ombudsman


Michael Jones < > 13 August 2016 at 13:59
Reply-To: 
To: civilsociety@ohchr.org, nationalinstitutions@ohchr.org


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my last correspondence with your office on 19 July 2016, with regard to my formal complaint over the
regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO), in which I had provided an
update to the List and Archive of correspondence in reference to my complaint against UCLH NHS Trust of
09/11/2015, and the subsequent referral of that complaint to the PHSO on 28/12/2015 (re: Document List
D(update) and associated archive: 262750.zip), I write to provide you with a second update to that List and
Archive to include the most recent correspondence between the PHSO and myself, sent and received between
22/07/2016 and 08/08/2016.


Please find attached a further updated Document List D (DL-D_update2.pdf) and Archive - the latter given the
name of the combined PHSO reference numbers both assigned to this complaint: 244515-262750.zip, and
including the same items 1 to 19 as the previous update, together with the most recent items of correspondence
as items 20 to 24.


I will update you in due course of any further developments with respect to this complaint.


Your faithfully,
Michael Jones


http://somr.info
[Quoted text hidden]


2 attachments


DL-D_update2.pdf
278K


244515-262750.zip
1427K
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Michael Jones < >


Re: Formal Complaint over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary &
Health Service Ombudsman


Michael Jones < > 6 February 2017 at 10:23
Reply-To: 
To: civilsociety@ohchr.org, nationalinstitutions@ohchr.org


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my last correspondence with your office on 22/10/2016, with regard to my formal complaint over the
regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO), in which I had provided an update
to the List and Archive of correspondence in reference to my complaint against UCLH NHS Trust of 09/11/2015, and
the subsequent referral of that complaint to the PHSO on 28/12/2015 (re: Document List D (update3) and associated
archive: 244515-262750.zip), I write to provide you with copies of the latest correspondence between the PHSO and
myself in relation to this complaint. 


Please find attached two items of correspondence to add to the existing archive 244515-262750.zip. I have yet not
updated the List file in this submission; however the two additions are fairly self-explanatory. They are as follows:


i) Copy letter from Phil Whitehead, Customer Care Officer at the PHSO, dated 05/09/2016, being the 'report' referred
to by Mr. Whitehead in his last email to me of 15/08/2016 (item (25) of Document List D) - D.26-
P.Whitehead_report_05.9.16.pdf.


ii) Copy letter from myself to the Ombudsman Casework Team (the replacement of the Review Team at the PHSO),
dated 30/01/2017, being principally my request for a review of Matt Miles' decision of 22/07/2016 (item (21) of List D)
not to investigate my complaint against UCLH NHS Trust; but encompassing also my comments in response to Mr.
Whitehead's report of 05/09/2016 - D.27-review_request_PHSO_30.1.17.pdf.


The comments made in my email to you of 22/10/2016 in relation to the apparent inaction of the PHSO should be
updated therefore in recognition of the fact that Mr. Whitehead's missing report has now materialised. However, as
explained in my letter of 30/01/2017, although Mr. Whitehead's report is dated 05/09/2016, the PHSO were aware that
I would be unlikely to receive the item promptly (if at all) since it had chosen to send this item to me exclusively by
surface mail, in the full knowledge that I am generally absent from my home address and have no reliable access to
mail sent there. I have made repeated requests in my complaint correspondence for the PHSO to correspond only
with my email address. Indeed, Mr. Whitehead's report is the only item in relation to this complaint to actually have
been sent to home address since Mr. Baker's initial acknowledgement of my referral dated 28/01/2016 (item (7) of List
D), which had also been respectfully copied to my email address.


In terms of the contents of Mr. Whitehead's report, the ambiguity which had initially been raised by his suggestion of a
prospective 'review' in his introductory emails to me of 26/07/2016 and 08/08/2016 (items (22) & (23) of List D) - the
fact that the proposal of a review appeared under the second reference number (262750), and therefore appeared to
relate to Matt Miles' decision of 22/07/2016 (item (21) of List D), is now resolved in view of the contents of p.2 of Mr.
Whitehead's report. It is now clear that this intended review was purely retrospective (it related only to my earlier
request under reference 244515, and to my complaint over the stalling of that request in my email to Dan Turner of
15/07/2016 (item (19) of List D)).


There was therefore never any intention of conducting a sincere review of that decision, since a review had already
been implicitly declined in the somewhat irregular decision to reallocate the complaint for (a second) initial
asssessment made following Janet Ratchford's email to me of 08/07/2016 (item (14) of List D), resulting in the issue of
the second reference number.


Mr. Whitehead's involvement, following my email of 15/07/2016, was engaged therefore merely for the sake of
'covering the tracks' of the PHSO in its abrogation of the incomplete complaint process under reference 244515, and
of the sensitive legal pitfalls raised by Martin Catterall's 'embarrassing' initial assessment of my complaint of
11/03/2016 (item (8) of List D).
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I submit therefore that there can have been no genuine purpose behind Mr. Whitehead's involvement other than those
listed at the top of p.4 of my letter of 30/01/2017, i.e., those of:


a) To obfuscate over the fact that a review had already been implicitly and underhandedly declined in the decision
made prior to 11/07/2016 to conduct a second assessment.


b) To pre-empt the possibility of my requesting a review of Matt Miles’ decision of 22/07/2016, by raising the ambiguity
of a prospective review under the second reference number (262750); meaning that I would delay issuing such a
request while waiting on Mr. Whitehead’s report.


The effectuality of the second of these is underscored in the action of declining to copy Mr. Whitehead's report to my
email address.


Your faithfully,
Michael Jones
[Quoted text hidden]


2 attachments


D.26-P.Whitehead_report_05.9.16.pdf
598K


D.27-review_request_PHSO_30.1.17.pdf
438K
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Michael Jones < >


Re: CDH 005/14


Michael Jones < > 18 April 2016 at 08:20
Reply-To: 
To: commissioner@coe.int


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my email and submissions of 12 April 2016, in relation to my two complaints against Guy's & St.
Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust, and the referrals of those complaints to the Parliamentary & Health Service
Ombudsman in the UK, I write to submit a copy of the PHSO's Final Investigation Report following its completed
re-investigation into the second of these complaints (PHSO reference HS-179837 - now given the new reference
of HS-250456), and received by email on 15 April 2016. In addition, for your information, I also submit my
comments in response to the final report with today's date, but which I do not currently intend to submit to the
PHSO.


Today's submission therefore completes the archive of correspondence previously submitted as Archive B
(179837.zip), and these two additional files would therefore represent items 79 & 80 of Document List B, had
they been available at the time of that submission.


Yours faithfully,
Michael Jones
[Quoted text hidden]


2 attachments


PHSO_final_report_15.4.16.pdf
424K


comments_18.4.16.pdf
255K
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Michael Jones < >


Re: CDH 005/14 - Formal Complaint over the regulatory conduct of the UK
Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman
1 message


Michael Jones < > 24 May 2017 at 14:08
Reply-To: 
To: commissioner@coe.int


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my previous two correspondences with your office, made on 06/02/2017 and 22/10/2016, with regard to my
formal complaint over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman ('PHSO'), which
you have not yet acknowledged. I write to provide you with two further updates to the complete Lists and Archives of
correspondence in relation to my two outstanding complaints against UK medical institutions:


a) the first made against the South London & Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust ('SLaM') on 15/10/2015 (complaint not
yet referred to the office of the PHSO) - represented in the contents of Document List E and the (newly titled)
Archive: E_PMED_2800_Q2_15.zip. The previous update to the List representing this Archive had been titled DL-
E_update.pdf - the new List (which involves some changes to the filenames and order of the previous List) is simply
named 'DL-E.pdf' (see attachments).


b) the second made against UCLH NHS Foundation Trust ('UCLH') on 09/11/2015 and subsequently referred to the
PHSO on 28/12/2015 - represented in the contents of Document List D and the (newly titled) D_244515-262750.zip.
The previous update to the List representing this Archive had been titled DL-D_update3.pdf - the new List (which
involves some changes to the filenames and order of the previous List) is simply named 'DL-D.pdf' (see attachments).


In relation to item a), I have now received the SLaM's first formal response to my complaint (dated '20/10/2016'), first
received (in an incorrectly addressed form) on 26/10/2016 (only four days after the date of my email of 22/10/2016 to
your own office with regard to this matter). The new Archive includes my extensive Comments in response to the
correctly addressed version of the SLaM's response received on 31/10/2016 (see items (21) & (27) of List E). I have
now made a Subject Access Request ('SAR') under the Data Protection Act 1998 to SLaM's Data Protection Office for
documentary items referred to within SLaM's response. In spite of the fact that it is now 93 days following the date of
this SAR (40 days being the required response window under the DPA), SLaM has neither fulfilled nor explained the
reasons for its non-fulfilment of this request. Neither has it offered any indication of when it might actually fulfill the
request (see items (30-33) of List E). In the absence of the items requested in my SAR, I am unable to proceed with
my complaint against SLaM.


In relation to item b) listed above, I have now received UCLH's response to my request for a review of Matt Miles'
decision of 22/07/2016 not to investigate my original complaint of 09/11/2015 aganst UCLH. My comments under the
new additions to DL_D.pdf in respect of items (26) - (33) express my criticism and analysis of the PHSO's conduct in
respect of its processing of this particular complaint which, in view of the intractability of its decision not to investigate,
means that this clearly substantial complaint will remain uninvestigated and unresolved by the UK's chief Health
Service regulator.


Please replace your existing Document Lists D & E and their corresponding Archives with the top four attachments
below.


In addition I have attached the latest revision of my report (Special Operation in Medical Research.pdf) (rev:
12/05/2017).


Yours faithfully,
Michael Jones
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5 attachments


DL-D.pdf
304K


DL-E.pdf
269K


D_244515-262750.zip
3238K


E_PMED-2800-Q2-15.zip
6200K


Special_Operations_in_Medical_Research.pdf
1393K
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Michael Jones < >


Re: CDH 005/14


Michael Jones < > 12 May 2016 at 08:29
Reply-To: 
To: commissioner@coe.int


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my email to your office of 18 April 2016, I write to submit additional material in relation to two further
complaints, the first made to NHS England against several doctors at Waterloo Heath Centre (WHC – my
previous GP Practice), and the second against the South London & Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust (SLaM).
This submission follows the same format of my previous submission, consisting of two zip archives of collated
correspondence, together with annotated list files describing the contents of those archives.


The attached files are associated as follows:


DL-E.pdf – PMED_2800_Q2_15.zip (12 items) – my complaint against SLaM dated 15/10/2015.


DL-F.pdf – 188227.zip (28 items) – my complaint to NHS England dated 12/02/2014.


Each of the original letters of complaint made to these two organisations had already been included as items of
associated correspondence within Document Archive B (179837.zip), as items 51 (NHS England) and 62
(SLaM). This new submission however includes the complete correspondence in relation to each individual
complaint. Only the complaint against WHC has so far been referred to the PHSO for consideration (on
04/04/2014 – PHSO ref.: HS-188227). The responses from the PHSO to that referral included in 188227.zip
constitute additional material in support of my complaint over the regulatory conduct of the PHSO made in my
letter to your office of 12/04/2016, and in my subsequent emails of 13/04/2016 and 18/04/2016.


The reason for not yet referring the complaint against SLaM to the PHSO is that SLaM’s Complaints Dept. has
so far failed to provide a formal response to the complaint, in spite of the fact that it is now seven months
following the date of the complaint (NHS guidelines specify a response time of 25 working days for NHS
organisations to provide formal responses to complaints). This disproportionate delay in providing a response,
together with the series of repeated apologies coming from the Complaints Manager, are indicative of the fact
that SLaM perceives no realistic prospect of an adequate defence against the complaint, and is therefore simply
stalling against the prospect of inevitable legal action.


Under normal circumstances there would be no reason not to initiate immediate civil legal proceedings against
SLaM in respect of this complaint. However, for the reasons already expressed on p.5 para.3 of my letter to
your office of 25/04/2015, that is an option which is currently unavailable to me, as it remains the case that no
legal representative is prepared to risk her or his life by being seen to be advancing unilaterally a public
discussion of the evidence in support of my claims – claims which lead inexorably to the invocation of issues of
national security.


At the same time, and particularly since the end of January this year, there has been a resurgence and
intensification of threats to my life in the UK, as consequences of my several unresolved complaints against a
series of medical institutions (and ultimately against the UK Government). The inaction of the PHSO in response
to my referred complaints (as well as that of the Metropolitan and Staffordshire Police forces in response to
criminal allegations made to both forces) is therefore one of the principle reasons for the persistence of threats
to my life, which have resulted as clandestine responses to my efforts to expose evidence of an historical
medical atrocity, since they began in consequence of my application for a copy of  my Brain MRI scan from St.
Thomas’ Hospital Information Governance Dept. in December 2010. These threats have persisted with varying
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intensity for a period of more than five years, usually involving attempts at poisoning, and for much of which time
I have been unable to reside at my home address, and have needed to maintain constant secrecy and mobility
over my whereabouts.


The latest examples of these threats were that, towards the end of January this year, an attempt was made to
poison me with what I understand (from researching the symptoms I experienced following the exposure) to have
been the radioactive substance thallium. This was my second experience of an attempt to poison me by radio-
toxicity (see: pp.76-7 of my report previously submitted), both of which attempts I was able to anticipate,
meaning that I managed to avoid consuming any fatal dose. On 03/02/2016 I delivered a urine sample to King’s
College Hospital Trace Element Laboratory in London, together with a form from my GP requesting the sample
be tested for the presence of thallium (this matter, including the submission of the urine sample, was reported to
the Police during an emergency call – Metropolitan Police ref: CAD-5897-03/02/2016). However, I have since
been unable to obtain, from enquiries with either the lab or my GP, the results of this test – the lab was unable to
confirm or to deny the presence of thallium in my urine during the two-week period following the test.


I remain therefore, until such time as there is some form of public disclosure of the evidence in support of my
claims, a de facto refugee from the UK (and also from Europe), and without any protection from the law or from
health services against an increasingly serious and persistent organised threat to my life. At the same time I
remain without access to appropriate healthcare in response to chronic health problems (in particular, emergent
problems associated with the region of my thoracic spine) which can only be addressed through an open and
frank acknowledgement of my actual medical condition, necessitating medical disclosure of the evidence in
support of my claims. In addition, I remain without access to health assessment and care in response to the
accumulated effects of repeated exposure to non-fatal doses of toxicity in various forms, as a result of recent
clandestine attempts on my life.


It remains to say, that until such time as there is open public acknowledgement and discussion of the irrefutable
evidence confirming the UK Government’s culpability in an historical medical atrocity, involving the surgical
‘brain-rape’ of a select group of children, with a view to their lasting biological enslavement, for instrumental and
technological ends, and within institutions providing State healthcare, that no public body in the UK can claim with
sincerity to have an interest in safeguarding the rights of children, and in their protection from systematic abuse
by individuals or institutions who maintain power over them.


Yours faithfully,


Michael S. Jones


[Quoted text hidden]


4 attachments


DL-E.pdf
188K
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PMED_2800_Q2_15.zip
380K


DL-F.pdf
225K


188227.zip
1855K
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Michael Jones < >


Re: CDH 005/14


Michael Jones < > 13 April 2016 at 08:54
Reply-To: 
To: commissioner@coe.int


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my email to your office yesterday, I write to submit two further archives of correspondence, together
with annotated lists describing their contents. These archives represent the collected correspondence between
myself and UCLH NHS Foundation Trust ('the Trust'), and between myself and the PHSO, in relation to my two
complaints against the Trust, the first dated 11/11/2013, the second 09/11/2015.


The first complaint alleged a cover-up of the medical evidence revealed by my MRI Head scan, made at the
Trust on 06/03/2013, and was referred to the PHSO on 18/12/2013, where a complaint investigation was
completed, but did not uphold the complaint, in the PHSO's final investigation report of 04/04/2014. The
investigation was completed however without conducting a thorough, formal, and independent evaluation of the
original MRI scan material. Nevertheless, the PHSO subsequently refused to conduct any review of this decision
(this issue was discussed to some extent in my letter to the Commissioner of 25/04/2015).


The second complaint was with regard to the content and motivation of a letter written by Dr. Dominic Heaney,
Consultant Neurologist at the Trust, dated 18/11/2013 (item 1 of Document List D), to Dr. Andrew Hodgkiss,
Consultant Liaison Psychiatrist at St. Thomas' Hospital Mental Health Liaison Service (a subsidiary department
of the South London & Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust annexed to St. Thomas' Accident & Emergency Dept. -
Guy's & St. Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust). My allegation in the complaint is that Dr. Heaney deliberately
misrepresented the content of my first complaint to the Trust to create the false impression that I was suffering
from the symptoms of a delusional psychosis, so as to invoke a psychiatric response from Dr. Hodgkiss, as part
of Dr. Heaney's strategy of defense against the serious allegation made in that first complaint that he had failed
to disclose his knowledge of the evidence of illicit surgical implants revealed in my MRI Head scan.


Following the Trust's final refusal to investigate the complaint on 23/12/2015 (see items 3 to 5 of Document List
D), it was referred to the PHSO on 28/12/2015 (item 6 of List D). The latest correspondence in relation to this
complaint was the PHSO's decision of 11/03/2016 not to take any action over the complaint, and my request for
a review of that decision dated 13/03/2016 (items 8 & 10 of List D). As is made clear in my letter requesting a
review, the decision of the PHSO was based upon a misunderstanding of the sequence of events prior to my first
complaint to the Trust, through which it had assumed that a consultation had taken place between Dr. Heaney
and myself following the scan procedure at the Trust on 06/03/2013, and which imagined consultation was
interpreted by the PHSO as the source of Dr. Heaney's ascriptions regarding my mental health in his letter to Dr.
Hodgkiss. However, as no such consultation actually took place, and as Dr. Heaney's remarks over my mental
health cannot be justified on the basis of either of my written communications, firstly to the doctor, and secondly
to the Trust's Governance Dept., there is no reason therefore for the PHSO not to investigate my allegations of
Dr. Heaney's dishonesty in his letter to Dr. Hodgkiss. Experience suggests however that there is little to hope for
from the prospect of a possible PHSO review of this decision.


The attached document lists DL-C.pdf & DL-D.pdf relate to the two attached zip archives, named again
according to their respective PHSO reference numbers. In addition to these, I have also attached the PHSO's
response to my Freedom of Information request of the 11/04/2014, with reference to information regarding the
contracts held between the PHSO and its Medical Advisors, as well as a list of the Advisors' specialisms (re:
item 19 of Document List C).  


Yours faithfully,
Michael Jones
[Quoted text hidden]


5 attachments
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DL-C.pdf
254K


DL-D.pdf
241K


180294.zip
2162K


244515.zip
772K


PHSO_FOI_response.zip
5295K
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Michael Jones < >


Re: CDH 005/14


Michael Jones < > 22 October 2016 at 11:14
Reply-To: 
To: commissioner@coe.int


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to two of my previous submissions to your office, of 13/08/2016 and 12/05/2016, in relation to my
complaint of 12/04/2016 over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman
(PHSO), which you have not yet acknowledged, I write to submit additional material as updates to the archives
of correspondence already in your possession, in relation to two of my outstanding complaints against UK
medical institutions.


These are as follows:


i) A third update to Document List D (DL-D_update3.pdf), Update2 of which was submitted to your office on
13/08/2016, together with a copy of  an email exchange listed as item (25) in that list, to add to your existing
archive: 244515-262750.zip.


ii) An update to Document List E (DL-E_update.pdf), originally submitted to your office on 12/05/2016, together
with copies of two emails received since the date of that submission, listed as items (13) & (14) in the updated
list, to add to your existing archive: PMED_2800_Q2_15.zip.


In relation to the second of these updates, it is now, by today's date, a year and seven days since the date of
my complaint to the South London & Maudsley NHS Trust (SLaM) of 15/10/2015 (the subject of Document List E
and associated archive: PMED_2800_Q2_15.zip), and yet I am still awaiting a formal response to that
complaint. Although this complaint has not yet been referred to the office of the PHSO, there are similarities
between SLaM's treatment of this complaint, and the PHSO's treatment of my complaint against UCLH NHS
Trust detailed in Document List D, which I suspect may reveal motives and expectations shared between these
two organisations.


Following the email received from Michelle Davis at SLaM on 06/04/2016 (item (12) of List E), there have been
two further similar apologetic emails, dated 09/08/2016 and 13/09/2016 (see attachments), but still no sign of
the response which the latest email claims to have been 'under preparation' six weeks ago.


Realistically, if it has taken SLaM's Complaints Team more than ten-times the NHS guideline window of 25
working-days to formally respond to my complaint, then it is safe to assume that the Trust is either unable to
respond, or is unwilling to do so. Such a delay would even place the complaint outside the PHSO's normal
12-month window for referral to the regulator.


This implies that SLaM perceives no reasonable defence against the four objections raised in my letter of
complaint against the referral initiated by Dr. Hodgkiss, in his letter to my GP of 18/06/2013 (item (1) of List E),
and that the referral letter was indeed defamatory, contemptuous, and without any medical justification; as well
as involving an abuse of Data Protection principles. In that case, it is doubtful that SLaM's legal position would
be improved by its actually fulfilling a formal response to my complaint at this time; which suggests the series of
apologetic emails from Ms. Davis are with the purpose of maintaining merely an appearance of goodwill.


Apropos of that, with regard to the complaint still outstanding at the office of the PHSO (re: my complaint to
UCLH NHS Trust of 09/11/2015, referred to the PHSO on 28/12/2015 - the subject of Document List D and
Archive), there has been one further email from Mr. Whitehead, Customer Care Officer at the PHSO, to myself
of 15/08/2016, followed by my reply of 23/08/2016 (see both combined as the single attachment - item (25) of
List D). In his email Mr. Whitehead warns me of a further administrative delay while his ‘already completed’
formal response to my concerns receives approval from his senior colleague. My reply eight days later sought an
estimation of how long this process might take, and if there might be any additional delays. At the time of writing,
ten weeks post Mr. Whitehead's email, I have still not received the promised formal response; neither have I
received any response to my email of 23/08/2016.
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These twin failures (or rather, refusals) of regulatory process have occurred exactly simultaneously, and both
involve allegations against medical professionals involved with my medical assessment and care, for having
fabricated judgments of mental illness on my behalf (a delusional psychosis), as part of their strategy of defence
against my broader allegations regarding the existence of two cover-ups of medical evidence: the first at Guy's
& St. Thomas' NHS Trust, the second at UCLH NHS Trust; to which Trusts the two doctors under investigation
(Dr. Hodgkiss at SLaM, and Dr. Heaney at UCLH) were professionally associated.


In view of the absence either from SLaM or from the PHSO of a coherent response to either of the two
complaints, my assertions that the medical judgements in each case were spurious and dishonest, are now
effectively proven.


However, this conclusion does not address satisfactorily the attempt by SLaM to prolong the process of
responding to my complaint against Dr. Hodgkiss apparently indefinitely. Likewise, it neither addresses the
behaviour of the PHSO in 'hedging its bets' between two potentially contradictory responses to my complaint
against UCLH: the first, Mr. Miles' decision of 22/07/2016 (item (21) of List D - essentially a repeat of the earlier
erroneous decision of 11/03/2016 to the same effect) not to investigate the complaint, with the same air of
finality as the earlier decision, but which was then undermined only four days later with a promise (item (22) of
List D - under the identical reference number) to look again at my request for a review of the decision of
11/03/2016 (but which did not even acknowledge that Mr. Miles has already made an assessment of that
request), a promise which to date however remains defiantly undelivered. As the PHSO has not explicitly
criticised or retracted Mr. Miles' decision of 22/07/2016, it retains of course the option of promoting that decision
as its final one. 


The overriding impression in both cases is one of intentional and prolonged inaction, as if each organisation was
deliberately suspending its final judgement (or its necessary capitulation), pending the intervention of some
radical denouement, with the potential to eliminate the very source of the complaint; thus absolving each
organisation entirely of its painful commitment to concede the substantiality of the claims in each case.


This coincidence of exceptional prolonged inaction across two independent organisations towards two discrete
complaints, but from the same individual complainant, is an indication that this shared disposition was no
accident, but that it was in fact motivated in each case by a joint expectation: that the plaintiff himself would be
successfully and expediently eliminated.   


I will update you in due course of any further developments with respect to this complaint.


Your faithfully,
Michael Jones


On 13 August 2016 at 14:01, Michael Jones < > wrote:
Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my last correspondence with your office on 19 July 2016, with regard to the regulatory conduct of
the UK Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO), in which I had provided an update to the List and
Archive of correspondence in reference to my complaint against UCLH NHS Trust of 09/11/2015, and the
subsequent referral of that complaint to the PHSO on 28/12/2015 (re: Document List D(update) and
associated archive: 262750.zip), I write to provide you with a second update to that List and Archive to
include the most recent correspondence between the PHSO and myself, sent and received between
22/07/2016 and 08/08/2016.


Please find attached a further updated Document List D (DL-D_update2.pdf) and Archive - the latter given the
name of the combined PHSO reference numbers both assigned to this complaint: 244515-262750.zip, and
including the same items 1 to 19 as the previous update, together with the most recent items of
correspondence as items 20 to 24.


I will update you in due course of any further developments with respect to this complaint.


Your faithfully,
Michael Jones


http://somr.info
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On 19 July 2016 at 06:14, Michael Jones < > wrote:
Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my email to your office of 13 April 2016, with regard to the regulatory conduct of the UK
Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO), and in respect of my most recent complaint referred
to the PHSO on 28/12/2015 - the complaint of 09/11/2015 against UCLH NHS Foundation Trust (re:
Document List D and associated archive: 244515.zip), I write to provide you with an update to the List and
Archive relating to that complaint process, to include the most recent correspondence between the PHSO
and myself following my request for a review of its decision of 11/03/2016 not to investigate the complaint.


Please find attached an updated Document List D, and Archive, the latter given the name of the new PHSO
reference number: 262750.zip. For reasons best known to itself, the PHSO decided to terminate the
original complaint process, and re-start its assessment from scratch, beginning with a new complaint
reference, in its letter to me of 11/07/2016 (item 17 of the new List/Archive).


I will continue to update you in due course with any further developments with respect to this complaint.


Your faithfully,
Michael Jones


http://somr.info


2 attachments


Doclist-D_update3.zip
279K


Doclist-E_update.zip
236K
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Michael Jones < >


Re: Formal Complaint over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary &
Health Service Ombudsman


Michael Jones < > 19 July 2016 at 06:12
Reply-To: 
To: civilsociety@ohchr.org, nationalinstitutions@ohchr.org


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my complaint to your office of 25 April 2016, over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary &
Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO), and with regard to my most recent complaint referred to the PHSO on
28/12/2015 - the complaint of 09/11/2015 against UCLH NHS Foundation Trust (re: Document List D and
associated archive: 244515.zip), I write to provide you with an update to the List and Archive relating to that
complaint process, to include the most recent correspondence between the PHSO and myself following my
request for a review of its decision of 11/03/2016 not to investigate the complaint.


Please find attached an updated Document List D, and Archive, the latter given the name of the new PHSO
reference number: 262750.zip. For reasons best known to itself, the PHSO decided to terminate the original
complaint process, and re-start its assessment from scratch, beginning with a new complaint reference, in its
letter to me of 11/07/2016 (item 17 of the new List/Archive).


I will continue to update you in due course with any further developments with respect to this complaint.


Your faithfully,
Michael Jones


http://somr.info


2 attachments


DL-D_update.pdf
258K


262750.zip
1104K
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The Commissioner for Human Rights    Michael Jones 
Council of Europe       
Avenue de l’Europe        
F – 67075 Strasbourg       
France          
     
         
By email: commissioner@coe.int      


 
 


Your reference: CDH 005/14      12 April 2016 


Dear Sir, 


Further to my letter to your office of 25 April 2015, to which I have yet received no reply, I 
write to bring to your attention further items of correspondence in relation specifically to my 
two complaints against Guy’s & St. Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust (‘the Trust’, or GSTT) – 
originally made in March and May 2013 – and my subsequent pursuit of those complaints 
with the office of the UK Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO). I understand 
that one of the duties of the Commissioner is to maintain oversight of the practices of 
national regulatory bodies, such as the PHSO, within the member states of the European 
Union. Therefore, as I feel that any objective assessment of the enclosed correspondence 
cannot avoid reaching the conclusion that the PHSO has distinctly failed in its duty as a 
regulator, and has even acted wilfully to obstruct the proper interpretation of evidence 
presented to it, so as to avert its natural obligation of arriving at a finding against the Trust, 
the following submissions ought justly to compel the attentions of the Commissioner. 


My letter of 25 April 2015 had referred, in respect of the particular NHS Trust in question, 
only to my first complaint against the Trust, regarding its alleged cover-up of the evidence of 
an historical medical atrocity, as revealed in my Brain MRI scan made at the Trust on 2 
October 2008. That complaint was dated 19 March 2013 (GSTT ref.: N5446; PHSO ref.: HS-
173713), and followed in response to the Trust’s eventual fulfilment of a subject access 
request under the Data Protection Act 1998 for copies of my paper records held by the Trust. 
Although, since acquiring a copy of the MRI scan itself earlier in December 2010, I had held 
the notional suspicion that the scan revealed evidence which St. Thomas’ Radiology and 
Guy’s Neurology Departments had left undisclosed in their reports (in 2008-9), in the 
absence of any expert corroboration of that evidence I had no confidence in making an 
effective complaint against the Trust, that is, until after the fulfilment of my subject access 
request on 13 November 2012. 


A second complaint was made to the Trust, on 15 May 2013, with regard to my reception at 
St. Thomas’ Hospital Accident & Emergency (A&E) Dept. on two occasions in December 
2010, when I had presented there with symptoms of suspected mild poisoning (GSTT ref.: 
N5666; PHSO ref.: HS-179837). This complaint alleged the prejudicial treatment by two A&E 
consultants in misinterpreting my reported physical symptoms in terms of psychiatric or 
‘delusional’ ones, and their subsequent refusal to obtain samples of my body fluids upon 
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which to conduct any toxicological analysis, thereby precluding the possibility that I might 
alert the police to evidence of attempts upon my life. My experiences of clandestine attempts 
to poison me had begun, for the very first time, in the month of December 2010, and 
coincided exactly with my request for a copy of my Brain MRI scan from St. Thomas’ 
Hospital Information Governance Dept. Hence, while the eventual complaint was not 
addressed to the Trust until some 29 months after the events which were the subject of the 
complaint, my confidence in bringing the complaint at that time depended upon its logical 
succession to the prior complaint over the cover-up of the evidence of my MRI scan, in 
which context my allegations of attempted poisoning gained credibility, and independently of 
which the second complaint had little hope of receiving any serious consideration. 


As a result of my dissatisfaction with the Trust’s responses to each of these complaints 
(dated 03/06/2013 and 11/06/2013, respectively), each complaint was subsequently referred 
to the PHSO for investigation (on 23/09/2013 and 14/10/2013, respectively). With regard to 
the first complaint (HS-173713), the PHSO invoked its 12-month time-limit, declining to 
investigate the complaint, on the basis that my mere possession (in December 2010) of a 
copy of the scan constituted adequate legal knowledge of a cause for complaint, that is, in 
the absence of an independent expert opinion in support of the allegation that the scan 
revealed evidence of illicit surgical implants. This judgement on behalf of the PHSO was 
insupportable, since, under common standards of regulatory practice, the PHSO’s 12-month 
time window should only begin from the point in time at which I acquire legally certifiable 
confirmation of the evidence. In spite of my raising this objection to its decision in 
subsequent correspondence with the PHSO (see: items 20-27 of the enclosed Document 
List A), and in addition explaining how the extraordinary circumstances I faced following 
December 2010 inhibited my ability to make my complaint before March 2013, 
circumstances which were direct consequences of my efforts to expose this evidence of an 
historical medical atrocity, the PHSO maintained its decision not to investigate intractably – a 
judgement which would be unlikely to survive further judicial scrutiny, were such an option 
available to me (which unfortunately it wasn’t).  


Somewhat less controversially, the PHSO similarly declined to investigate the principle 
element of my second complaint (HS-179837), on the basis that it was ‘out of time’. 
However, by the time of referring the second complaint to the PHSO, the complaint included 
as an addendum my concerns over the Trust’s response to that complaint, as it appeared 
that, following the Trust’s rather brief and arrogant letter written to me in response (dated 
11/06/2013 – item 7 of the enclosed Document List B), St. Thomas’ Hospital Mental Health 
Liaison Service (a dedicated ancillary department to St. Thomas’ A&E Dept.) had initiated a 
referral to the Community Mental Health Team (CMHT), with the intention of securing my 
detention under the Mental Health Act, on what appeared to be the sole basis of the written 
content of my second letter of complaint (of 15/05/2013 – item 6 of Document List B). In view 
of the ‘emptiness’ of the Trust’s letter to me in response to that complaint, the effect of this 
referral was merely to replicate the original cause of the complaint, which alleged the 
misinterpretation of physical symptoms in terms of psychiatric ones, and was therefore, by 
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definition, in contempt of that complaint. As my concerns over the referral related to the 
relatively contemporary events of June-July 2013, the PHSO agreed to investigate this 
isolated aspect of the second complaint, that is, with regard to the origin and medical 
justification for the referral to the CMHT, as the principle response (or otherwise) to my 
complaint to the Trust of 15/05/2013. 


Following my enquiry with the Trust’s Complaints Team over the origin and medical 
justification for the referral to the CMHT, in my email of 30/09/2013 (item 12 of Document 
List B), the Team went to considerable lengths to dissemble any association between my 
complaint of 15/05/2013 and the referral, culminating Sally Brooks’ letter of denial to me of 
28/11/2013 (item 17 of Document List B) – a denial which, since the emergence (in July 
2015) of the evidence Dr. Hodgkiss’ referral letter of 18/06/2013 (item 8 of Document List B), 
is now revealed to have been made dishonestly. During the PHSO’s subsequent 
investigation of this element of my original complaint of 15/05/2013, neither the PHSO nor I 
were aware of the existence of Dr. Hodgkiss’ letter, as it had been illegally exempted from 
patient access through an abuse of the ‘third-party information’ clause of the Data Protection 
Act. However, had the PHSO’s investigation made its enquiries with the appropriate 
employees and department of the Trust, that is, within St. Thomas’ A&E Dept., who were 
responsible for the investigation into and response letter to my original complaint, then 
knowledge of the association between my complaint and the referral should not have 
remained undiscovered. The PHSO however was generally acquiescent to the Trust’s efforts 
to dissemble that association, and instead of making appropriate enquiries with St. Thomas’ 
A&E Dept., sought the divergent explanation for the origin of the referral in my verbal 
interactions with my GP at that time, deciding on that basis not to uphold the complaint in its 
Final Investigation Report of 23/01/2014 (item 41 of Document List B), in spite of the fact that 
evidence of the GP’s consultation notes (item 5 of Document List B – in the PHSO’s 
possession) clearly stated that the GP Practice had been “compelled” to enact the referral by 
St. Thomas’ Mental Health Liaison Service. That decision was subsequently reviewed by the 
PHSO, on 28/02/2014 (item 56 of Document List B), in which it was accepted that the ‘red-
herring’ established in the PHSO’s investigation of a possible cause for the referral in my 
interactions with my GP could not reasonably be interpreted as the original cause for the 
referral. The decision of the review however was not to change the earlier decision not to 
uphold the complaint, since there remained no direct evidence of an association between my 
original complaint of 15/05/2013 and the referral to the CMHT of July 2013. 


The remaining items of correspondence included in Document List B (items 57-78) relate to 
the PHSO’s decision to re-investigate this complaint following my submission to them of the 
new evidence of Dr. Hodgkiss’ letter of referral, in my email to the PHSO of 30/07/2015 (item 
57). Having now received the PHSO’s Draft Investigation Report (item 76), dated 
“xx/02/2016”, in which it has again reached the decision not to uphold my complaint against 
the Trust, it is increasingly apparent to me that the PHSO has employed a range of tactics, 
similar to the diversionary tactic in its first investigation report described above, including the 
wilfull obstruction of the proper interpretation of evidence presented to it, and the failure to 
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address allegations thoroughly according to their specific contexts, as a means of distancing 
itself from the substance of those allegations, and the natural conclusions arising from the 
evidence, and hence of its obligation of arriving at a judgement against the Trust. This much 
I think should be apparent from a reading of the Draft Investigation Report, and my 
Comments in response to that report (items 76&77 of Document List B).  I had intended to 
await the receipt of the PHSO’s Final Investigation Report before making this submission to 
your office, but, as past experience indicates that there is rarely any difference between the 
PHSO’s draft and final investigation reports, and as there now appears to be an unexplained 
delay in the completion of the final report, I have decided instead to submit the material for 
your consideration without further delay.   


With a view therefore to a prospective examination of the conduct of the PHSO in its 
adjudication (or in its refusal to adjudicate) in the case of these two complaints against the 
Trust, please find enclosed the two separate tranches of correspondence referred to in the 
above, as attached zip archives, identified by their respective PHSO references (173713.zip 
and 179837.zip – 27 and 78 items respectively) and annotated within the two document list 
files – DL-A.pdf and DL-B.pdf. Each archive represents the complete correspondence 
between Trust and myself and between the PHSO and myself with respect to each individual 
complaint. Each also includes additional items of associated documentary evidence and 
correspondence with other institutions arising in association with the complaints, in 
particular: with the Office of the Information Commissioner; my previous GP practice 
(Waterloo Health Centre); NHS England; the Community Mental Health Service (CMHT – 
the North Lambeth Recovery & Support Service of the South London & Maudsley NHS 
Foundation Trust (SLaM)); SLaM’s Complaints Dept.; and the Metropolitan Police Service 
(MPS). 


In each of the enclosed two document lists, where appropriate, I have included comments 
and analysis of the correspondence contextually, where the evidence is not otherwise self-
explanatory, or alternatively, I have made references to discussions of the evidence in my 
98-page report: Special Operations in Medical Research, previously submitted to your office 
with my letter of 25/04/2015. 


Yours faithfully, 


Michael S. Jones 


Enclosures: 


1. Document List A – DL-A.pdf. 


2. Document List B – DL-B.pdf. 


3. Document Archive A – 173713.zip. 


4. Document Archive B – 179837.zip. 












OHCHR        Michael Jones 
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By email: civilsociety@ohchr.org, 
    nationalinstitutions@ohchr.org     


 
 


25 April 2016 


Dear Sir or Madam, 


Further to my letter to your office of 1 October 2013, to which I have yet received no reply, 


and in which I had enclosed CD copies of two MRI scans, which it was alleged each 


revealed evidence of an unprecedented historical medical and humanitarian atrocity, 


conducted within the UK National Health Service in 1967, and which involved myself as a 


victim aged five years, I write to submit documentary evidence and correspondence in 


relation to my series of complaints against the two NHS Trusts responsible for producing and 


reporting on the scans – Guy’s & St. Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust (GSTT) on 02/10/2008, 


and UCLH NHS Foundation Trust (UCLH) on 06/03/2013 – involving allegations that both of 


the Trusts had covered-up the evidence revealed in each of the respective scans. These 


submissions include my subsequent correspondence with the office of the UK Parliamentary 


& Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO) following the referral of each of my complaints to that 


office, and constitute a formal complaint over the regulatory conduct of the PHSO in respect 


of its decisions upon those referrals. 


The evidence I presented to your office in 2013 proves the existence of illicit surgical 


implants in my neck area, the presence of which can only be explained by the fact that they 


were placed there during my ‘tonsillectomy’ operation aged five at the North Staffordshire 


Infirmary (an NHS hospital) in 1967. It follows from the analyses in Part 1 of my report 


(pp.26-32 & 41-6 – enclosed) that these events were part of a program of pioneering 


neurological research designed to procure (covertly) seminal and irreplaceable information 


regarding human neurological processes essential to the advancement of certain 


technological fields. Such a singular research program would undoubtedly necessitate a 


massive financial investment, and it is economically inconceivable that such an investment 


might have been risked upon the fate of a single research subject. That is to say, there must 


have been other victims of the same form of experimental surgery in addition to myself – 


probably a select few – as a means of balancing the risk, but also as a means of ensuring a 


minimal degree of quantitative sampling in the research data. I have no idea of the identities 


or the fates of these other research subjects; however, it is clear that my own case is 


inextricably bound-up with a series of currently unreported cases. The disclosure of my own 


case would therefore act as a precursor for the subsequent exposition of all other cases – a 


circumstance which reinforces the institutional pressure working against public disclosure of 
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my own ‘individual’ case, and which suggests the need for all related cases to be treated 


collectively, as a ‘class’. 


My complaint over the role of the PHSO in its decisions upon my complaints against the two 


NHS Trusts alleged to have covered-up evidence revealed by my MRI scans, therefore 


relates in broad terms to the capacity of the PHSO to perform any effective regulatory 


function within the context of the most serious ethical transgressions conducted within 


institutions providing State healthcare, and is key to the outcome of whether a series of 


medical atrocities (and State-crimes) committed against a select group of the State’s most 


vulnerable citizens, with a view to their lasting biological enslavement, and under the cloak of 


rigid State secrecy, is maintained indefinitely under secrecy and suppression, in the narrow 


national interest; or rather is granted its necessary open acknowledgement and discussion, 


to safeguard against its possible future repetition, in the wider public interest.  


In response to a series of four separate complaints (two against each respective NHS Trust), 


the PHSO has decided successively either not to investigate, or not to uphold, each one of 


these complaints. However, I feel that any objective assessment of the correspondence 


submitted with this letter, considered in its entirety, cannot avoid the conclusion that the 


PHSO has distinctly failed in its duty as a regulator, and has even acted wilfully to obstruct 


the proper interpretation of evidence presented to it, so as to avert its natural obligation of 


arriving at any findings against the two NHS Trusts. Nevertheless, it has so far proved 


impossible for me to challenge any of the decisions of the PHSO by seeking judicial reviews 


of those decisions within the British courts; for the reason that no individual legal advisor has 


so far been prepared to take on the responsibility of advancing unilaterally an open public 


discussion of the evidence in support of my claims, as that evidence ultimately leads 


inexorably to the invocation of the issue of the State’s culpability in an historical medical 


crime, or series of crimes, and which therefore places anyone seen to be advancing those 


claims in a position of extreme personal vulnerability. For this reason only, there is an 


absence of judicial will to countenance the truth of the matter, and hence there is currently 


no available option for me to pursue a judicial examination of my claims at the national level. 


The purpose of these submissions therefore is to encourage an examination of the 


regulatory conduct of the PHSO at the supra-national level, in the light of these exemplary 


and quite extraordinary cases. 


With a view therefore to a prospective examination of the regulatory conduct of the PHSO in 


its adjudication (or in its refusal to adjudicate) in the case of these four complaints against 


the two NHS Trusts, I enclose four archives of associated documentation and 


correspondence, as attached zip archives, named according to their respective PHSO 


reference numbers. In addition to these archives there are also enclosed four annotated 


document list files – DL-A.pdf - DL-D.pdf – to describe the contents of each archive. The 


attached files are associated as follows: 


DL-A.pdf – 173713.zip (27 items) 
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DL-B.pdf – 179837.zip (80 items) 


DL-C.pdf – 180294.zip (21 items) 


DL-D.pdf – 244515.zip (10 items) 


Each archive represents the complete correspondence between the respective NHS Trust 


and myself, and between the PHSO and myself, with respect to each individual complaint. 


Lists A&B describe the progress of my two complaints against GSTT, originally dated 


19/03/2013 and 15/05/2013; Lists C&D that of my two complaints against UCLH, dated 


11//11/2013 and 09/11/2015. Lists A&B also refer to additional items of associated 


documentary evidence and correspondence with other institutions arising in association with 


the two complaints, in particular: with the Office of the Information Commissioner; my 


previous GP practice (Waterloo Health Centre); NHS England; the Community Mental Health 


Service (CMHT – the North Lambeth Recovery & Support Service of the South London & 


Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust (SLaM)); SLaM’s Complaints Dept.; and the Metropolitan 


Police Service (MPS). 


There are strong indications amongst this associated material that, following events in 


December 2010 – the month in which I first acquired possession of a copy of the Brain MRI 


scan made at St. Thomas’ Hospital Radiology Dept. – that there was a policy of systematic 


manipulation of my medical records amongst the various North Lambeth medical 


organisations involved in my health assessment and care between December 2010 and  


December 2013, involving serial breaches of Data Protection principles, and repeated false 


descriptions of my alleged behaviour and mental health condition, to encourage a series of 


unnecessary referrals to the CMHT, as a set of defensive institutional responses to my 


efforts to bring to light evidence of an historical medical atrocity. While this is really a 


separate issue to my concerns over the regulatory conduct of the PHSO in its decisions 


upon my referred complaints, it undoubtedly had some bearing and influence upon those 


decision processes. 


In each of the document list files, where appropriate, I have included comments and analysis 


of the correspondence contextually, where the evidence is not otherwise self-explanatory, or 


I have made references to discussions of the evidence in my 98-page report: Special 


Operations in Medical Research, which is also enclosed along with the document list files in 


the zip archive: Lists&Report.zip. 


Objections to the decisions of the PHSO in respect of my two complaints against 


Guy’s & St. Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust. 


My first complaint against GSTT alleged the cover-up, across two separate departments of 


the Trust, of the evidence of an historical medical atrocity, as revealed in my Brain MRI scan 


made at St. Thomas’ Hospital Radiology Dept. on 2 October 2008. That complaint was dated 
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19 March 2013 (GSTT ref.: N5446; PHSO ref.: HS-173713 – see Document List A), and 


followed in response to the Trust’s eventual fulfilment of a subject access request under the 


Data Protection Act 1998 for copies of my paper records held by the Trust. Although, since 


acquiring a copy of the MRI scan itself earlier in December 2010, I had held the notional 


suspicion that the scan revealed evidence which St. Thomas’ Radiology and Guy’s 


Neurology Depts. had left undisclosed in their reports (made in October 2008 and April 


2009), in the absence of any expert corroboration of that evidence I had no confidence in 


making an effective complaint to the Trust, that is, until after the fulfilment of my subject 


access request on 13 November 2012. 


A second complaint was made to the Trust, on 15 May 2013, with regard to my reception at 


St. Thomas’ Hospital A&E Dept. on two occasions in December 2010, when I had presented 


there with symptoms of suspected mild poisoning (GSTT ref.: N5666; PHSO ref.: HS-179837 


– see Document List B). This complaint alleged the prejudicial treatment by two A&E 


consultants in misinterpreting my reported physical symptoms in terms of psychiatric or 


‘delusional’ ones, and their subsequent refusal to obtain samples of my body fluids upon 


which to conduct any toxicological analysis, thereby precluding the possibility that I might 


alert the police to evidence of attempts upon my life. My experiences of clandestine attempts 


to poison me had begun, for the very first time, in the month of December 2010, and 


coincided exactly with my request for a copy of my Brain MRI scan from St. Thomas’ 


Hospital Information Governance Dept. Hence, while the eventual complaint was not 


addressed to the Trust until some 29 months after the events which were the subject of the 


complaint, my confidence in bringing the complaint at that time depended upon its logical 


succession to the prior complaint over the cover-up of the evidence of my MRI scan, in 


which context my allegations of attempted poisoning gained credibility, and independently of 


which the second complaint had little hope of receiving any serious consideration. 


As a result of my dissatisfaction with the Trust’s responses to each of these complaints 


(dated 03/06/2013 and 11/06/2013, respectively), each complaint was subsequently referred 


to the PHSO for investigation (on 23/09/2013 and 14/10/2013, respectively). With regard to 


the first complaint (HS-173713), the PHSO invoked its 12-month time-limit, declining to 


investigate the complaint, on the basis that my mere possession in December 2010 of a 


copy of the scan constituted adequate legal knowledge of a cause for complaint, that is, in 


the absence of an independent expert opinion in support of the allegation that the scan 


revealed evidence of illicit surgical implants. This judgement on behalf of the PHSO was 


insupportable, since, under common standards of regulatory practice, the PHSO’s 12-month 


time window should only begin from the point in time at which I acquire legally certifiable 


confirmation of the evidence. In spite of my raising this objection to its decision in 


subsequent correspondence with the PHSO (see: items 20-27 of the enclosed Document 


List A), and in addition explaining how the extraordinary circumstances I faced following 


December 2010 inhibited my ability to make my complaint before March 2013, 


circumstances which were direct consequences of my efforts to expose this evidence of an 


historical medical atrocity, the PHSO maintained its decision not to investigate intractably – a 
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judgement which would be unlikely to survive further judicial scrutiny, were such an option 


available to me (which unfortunately it wasn’t).  


Somewhat less controversially, the PHSO similarly declined to investigate the principle 


element of my second complaint (HS-179837), on the basis that it was ‘out of time’. 


However, by the time of referring the second complaint to the PHSO, the complaint included 


as an addendum my concerns over the Trust’s response to that complaint, as it appeared 


that, following the Trust’s rather brief and arrogant letter written to me in response (dated 


11/06/2013 – item 7 of Document List B), St. Thomas’ Hospital Mental Health Liaison 


Service (a dedicated ancillary department to St. Thomas’ A&E Dept.) had initiated a referral 


to the Community Mental Health Team (CMHT), with the intention of securing my detention 


under the Mental Health Act, on what appeared to be the sole basis of the written content of 


my second letter of complaint (of 15/05/2013 – item 6 of List B). In view of the ‘emptiness’ of 


the Trust’s letter to me in response to that complaint, the referral figured as the sole 


meaningful response to the complaint, the effect of which was merely to replicate the original 


cause of that complaint, which after all had alleged the misinterpretation of physical 


symptoms in terms of psychiatric ones, and was therefore, by definition, in contempt of that 


complaint. As my concerns over the referral related to the relatively contemporary events of 


June-July 2013, the PHSO agreed to investigate this isolated aspect of the second 


complaint, that is, with regard to the origin and medical justification for the referral to the 


CMHT, as the principle response (or otherwise) to my complaint to the Trust of 15/05/2013. 


Following my enquiry with GSTT’s Complaints Team over the origin and medical justification 


for the referral to the CMHT, in my email of 30/09/2013 (item 12 of Document List B), the 


Team went to considerable lengths to dissemble any association between my complaint of 


15/05/2013 and the referral, culminating in the Head of Complaints’ (Sally Brooks) letter of 


denial to me of 28/11/2013 (item 17 of List B) – a denial which, since the emergence (in July 


2015) of the evidence Dr. Hodgkiss’ referral letter of 18/06/2013 (item 8 of List B), is now 


revealed to have been made dishonestly. During the PHSO’s subsequent investigation (in 


early 2014) of this issue, neither the PHSO nor I were aware of the existence of Dr. 


Hodgkiss’ letter, as it had been illegally exempted from patient access through an abuse of 


the ‘third-party information’ clause of the Data Protection Act. However, had the PHSO’s 


investigation made its enquiries with the appropriate employees and department of the Trust, 


that is, within St. Thomas’ A&E Dept., who were responsible for the investigation into and 


response letter to my original complaint, then knowledge of the association between my 


complaint and the referral should not have remained undiscovered. The PHSO however was 


generally acquiescent to the Trust’s efforts to dissemble that association, and instead of 


making appropriate enquiries with St. Thomas’ A&E Dept., sought the divergent explanation 


for the origin of the referral in my verbal interactions with my GP at that time, deciding on 


that basis not to uphold the complaint in its final investigation report of 23/01/2014 (item 41 


of List B), in spite of the fact that evidence of the GP’s consultation notes (item 5 of List B – 


in the PHSO’s possession) clearly stated that the GP Practice had been “compelled” to 


enact the referral by St. Thomas’ Mental Health Liaison Service. That decision was 
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subsequently reviewed by the PHSO, on 28/02/2014 (item 56 of List B), in which it was 


accepted that the ‘red-herring’ established in the PHSO’s investigation of a possible cause 


for the referral in my interactions with my GP could not reasonably be interpreted as the 


original cause for the referral. The decision of the review however was not to change the 


earlier decision not to uphold the complaint, since there remained no direct evidence of an 


association between my original complaint of 15/05/2013 and the referral to the CMHT of 


July 2013. 


The remaining items of correspondence included in Document List B (items 57-80) relate to 


the PHSO’s decision to re-investigate this complaint following my submission to them of the 


new evidence of Dr. Hodgkiss’ letter of referral, in my email to the PHSO of 30/07/2015 (item 


57). Having now received the PHSO’s final investigation report (item 79), dated 15/04/2016, 


in which it has again reached the decision not to uphold my complaint against the Trust, it is 


increasingly apparent to me that the PHSO has employed a range of tactics, similar to the 


diversionary tactic in its first investigation report described above, including the wilful 


obstruction of the proper interpretation of evidence presented to it, and the failure to address 


allegations thoroughly according to their specific contexts, as a means of distancing itself 


from the substance of those allegations, and the natural conclusions arising from the 


evidence, and hence of its obligation of arriving at a judgement against the Trust. This much 


I think should be apparent from a reading of the PHSO’s draft investigation report, my 


Comments in response to that report, the PHSO’s subsequent final investigation report, and 


my additional comments in response to that report (items 76-77 & 79-80 of Document List 


B). 


Objections to the decisions of the PHSO in respect of my two complaints against 


UCLH NHS Foundation Trust. 


My first complaint against UCLH, dated 11/11/2013 (item 6 of Document List C) alleged a 


cover-up of the medical evidence revealed by my MRI Head scan, made at the National 


Hospital for Neurology & Neurosurgery (NHNN – a part of UCLH) on 06/03/2013, and 


referred principally to the report on the scan made by Dr. Dominic Heaney, Consultant 


Neurologist at NHNN, in his letter to my GP following the scan results (item 3 of List C). This 


complaint was referred to the PHSO on 18/12/2013, by which time the complaint then 


implicated the opinions of two further specialists at NHNN, in addition to that of Dr. Heaney. 


The PHSO agreed to investigate the complaint, and an investigation was conducted during 


the six working-days prior to 14/03/2014 (the date of the PHSO‘s draft investigation report – 


item 16 of List C), but which did not uphold the complaint, in the PHSO's final investigation 


report of 04/04/2014 (item 18 of List C). The investigation was completed however without 


the PHSO having conducted a thorough, formal, and independent evaluation of the original 


MRI scan material. It was also completed without acknowledging the arguments made 


throughout my complaint correspondence (in particular in my Comments in response to the 


draft investigation report – item 17 of List C) which emphasised the self-evident nature of the 
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evidence revealed in MRI Head scan, and the systemic constraints operating across the 


broad institution of the NHS, which implicitly forbade any NHS employee to disclose openly 


and freely her/his knowledge of the evidence. These objections to the PHSO’s investigation 


report are made clearly in my letter of 30/06/2014 (item 20 of List C) requesting a review of 


its final investigation decision. This letter also includes an analysis of the investigator Mr. 


Paul Farrell’s choice of an ‘internal’ medical advisor, with an inappropriate specialism, who 


had provided only an informal verbal opinion on the scan-images I had attached to my email 


to the PHSO of 13/01/2014 (item 12 of List C), that is, without conducting a formal evaluation 


of the original MRI scan, and therefore without submitting any report of his findings. 


Nevertheless, the PHSO subsequently refused to conduct any review of this decision in 


response to my review request (see: item 21 of List C). 


My analysis of Mr Farrell’s approach to his investigation (in particular his reliance upon the 


informal advice of its quoted medical advisor) which concluded that the PHSO were 


effectively complicit in the cover-up of medical evidence established by the three specialists 


at NHNN, was assisted by the PHSO’s response to a Freedom of Information request I 


made to the PHSO by email on 11/04/2014 (see: item 19 of List C). This requested 


information regarding the contracts held between the PHSO and its medical advisors, as well 


as a list of advisors according to their specialism. The PHSO’s response to my FOI request 


is enclosed in a separate zip archive: PHSO_FOI_response.zip. 


My second complaint to UCLH, dated 09/11/2015 (item 2 of Document List D), was with 


regard to the content and motivation of a letter written by Dr. Heaney at NHNN, dated 


18/11/2013 (item 1 of List D), to Dr. Andrew Hodgkiss, Consultant Liaison Psychiatrist at St. 


Thomas' Hospital Mental Health Liaison Service (a subsidiary department of the South 


London & Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust (SLaM) annexed to St. Thomas' Hospital A&E 


Dept. – GSTT). My allegation in the complaint is that Dr. Heaney deliberately 


misrepresented the content of my first complaint to UCLH to create the false impression that 


I was suffering from the symptoms of a delusional psychosis, so as to invoke a psychiatric 


response from Dr. Hodgkiss, as part of Dr. Heaney's strategy of defence against the serious 


allegation made in that first complaint that he had failed to disclose his knowledge of the 


evidence of illicit surgical implants revealed in my MRI Head scan. 


Following the final refusal to investigate this complaint by Belinda Crawford, Clinical Risk 


and Complaint Manager at UCLH, in her email to me of 23/12/2015 (see items 3 to 5 of List 


D), it was referred to the PHSO on 28/12/2015 (item 6 of List D). The latest correspondence 


in relation to this complaint was the PHSO's decision of 11/03/2016 not to take any action 


over the complaint, and my request for a review of that decision dated 13/03/2016 (items 8 & 


10 of List D). As is made clear in my letter requesting a review, the decision of the PHSO 


was based upon a misunderstanding of the sequence of events prior to my first complaint to 


UCLH, through which it had assumed that a consultation had taken place between Dr. 


Heaney and myself following the scan procedure at NHNN on 06/03/2013, and which 


imagined consultation was interpreted by the PHSO as the source of Dr. Heaney's 
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ascriptions regarding my mental health in his letter to Dr. Hodgkiss. However, as no such 


consultation actually took place, and as Dr. Heaney's remarks over my mental health cannot 


be justified on the basis of either of my written communications, firstly to Dr. Heaney himself 


(in my email to his secretary of 26/09/2013 – item 4 of List C), and secondly to UCLH's 


Governance Dept. (in my first complaint to UCLH of 11/11/2013 – item 6 of list C), there is 


no reason therefore for the PHSO not to investigate my allegations of Dr. Heaney's 


dishonesty in his letter to Dr. Hodgkiss. 


There has yet been no final decision by the PHSO whether it will agree to carry out an 


investigation into the motivation and content of Dr. Heaney’s letter to Dr. Hodgkiss of 


18/11/2013. However, the PHSO has not yet agreed to conduct a review of its decision of 


11/03/2016, and my experiences of the PHSO’s intractability, as a general pattern in its 


responses to requests for reviews of its decisions, suggests that there is little to hope for 


from the outcome of a possible review. 


Yours faithfully, 


Michael S. Jones 


Enclosures: 


1. Document List A – DL-A.pdf. 


2. Document List B – DL-B.pdf. 


3. Document List C – DL-C.pdf. 


4. Document List D – DL-D.pdf. 


5. Document Archive A – 173713.zip. 


6. Document Archive B – 179837.zip. 


7. Document Archive C – 180294.zip. 


8. Document Archive D – 244515.zip. 


9. Copy of the PHSO’s response to my Freedom of Information Request of 11/04/2014 


– PHSO_FOI_response.zip. 


10. Copy of my personal report: Special Operations in Medical Research – 98 pages, 


revised 25/04/2015 – Special_Operations_in_Medical_Research.pdf. 








Michael Jones < >


Formal Complaint over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary &
Health Service Ombudsman


Michael Jones < > 12 May 2016 at 08:34
Reply-To: 
To: civilsociety@ohchr.org, nationalinstitutions@ohchr.org


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my email and letter to your office of 25 April 2016, I write to submit additional material in relation to
two further complaints, the first made to NHS England against several doctors at Waterloo Heath Centre (WHC
– my previous GP Practice), and the second against the South London & Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust
(SLaM). This submission follows the same format of my previous submission, consisting of two zip archives of
collated correspondence, together with annotated list files describing the contents of those archives.


The attached files are associated as follows:


DL-E.pdf – PMED_2800_Q2_15.zip (12 items) – my complaint against SLaM dated 15/10/2015.


DL-F.pdf – 188227.zip (28 items) – my complaint to NHS England dated 12/02/2014.


Each of the original letters of complaint made to these two organisations had already been included as items of
associated correspondence within Document Archive B (179837.zip), as items 51 (NHS England) and 62
(SLaM). This new submission however includes the complete correspondence in relation to each individual
complaint. Only the complaint against WHC has so far been referred to the PHSO for consideration (on
04/04/2014 – PHSO ref.: HS-188227). The responses from the PHSO to that referral included in 188227.zip
constitute additional material in support of my complaint over the regulatory conduct of the PHSO made in my
letter to your office of 25/04/2016.


The reason for not yet referring the complaint against SLaM to the PHSO is that SLaM’s Complaints Dept. has
so far failed to provide a formal response to the complaint, in spite of the fact that it is now seven months
following the date of the complaint (NHS guidelines specify a response time of 25 working days for NHS
organisations to provide formal responses to complaints). This disproportionate delay in providing a response,
together with the series of repeated apologies coming from the Complaints Manager, are indicative of the fact
that SLaM perceives no realistic prospect of an adequate defence against the complaint, and is therefore simply
stalling against the prospect of inevitable legal action.


Under normal circumstances there would be no reason not to initiate immediate civil legal proceedings against
SLaM in respect of this complaint. However, for the reasons already expressed on p.2 para.3 of my letter to
your office of 25/04/2016, that is an option which remains unavailable to me.


At the same time, and particularly since the end of January this year, there has been a resurgence and
intensification of threats to my life in the UK, as consequences of my several unresolved complaints against a
series of medical institutions (and ultimately against the UK Government). The inaction of the PHSO in response
to my referred complaints (as well as that of the Metropolitan and Staffordshire Police forces in response to
criminal allegations made to both forces) is therefore one of the principle reasons for the persistence of threats
to my life, which have resulted as clandestine responses to my efforts to expose evidence of an historical
medical atrocity, since they began in consequence of my application for a copy of  my Brain MRI scan from St.
Thomas’ Hospital Information Governance Dept. in December 2010. The threats have persisted with varying
intensity for a period of more than five years, usually involving attempts at poisoning, and for much of which time
I have been unable to reside at my home address, and have needed to maintain constant secrecy and mobility
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over my whereabouts.


The latest examples of these threats were that, towards the end of January this year, an attempt was made to
poison me with what I understand (from researching the symptoms I experienced following the exposure) to have
been the radioactive substance thallium. This was my second experience of an attempt to poison me by radio-
toxicity (see: pp.76-7 of my report previously submitted), both of which attempts I was able to anticipate,
meaning that I managed to avoid consuming any fatal dose. On 03/02/2016 I delivered a urine sample to King’s
College Hospital Trace Element Laboratory in London, together with a form from my GP requesting the sample
be tested for the presence of thallium (this matter, including the submission of the urine sample, was reported to
the Police during an emergency call – Metropolitan Police ref: CAD-5897-03/02/2016). However, I have since
been unable to obtain, from enquiries with either the lab or my GP, the results of this test – the lab was unable to
confirm or to deny the presence of thallium in my urine during the two-week period following the test.


I remain therefore, until such time as there is some form of public disclosure of the evidence in support of my
claims, a de facto refugee from the UK (and also from Europe), and without any protection from the law or from
health services against an increasingly serious and persistent organised threat to my life. At the same time I
remain without access to appropriate healthcare in response to chronic health problems (in particular, emergent
problems associated with the region of my thoracic spine) which can only be addressed through an open and
frank acknowledgement of my actual medical condition, necessitating medical disclosure of the evidence in
support of my claims. In addition, I remain without access to health assessment and care in response to the
accumulated effects of repeated exposure to non-fatal doses of toxicity in various forms, as a result of recent
clandestine attempts on my life.


It remains to say, that until such time as there is open public acknowledgement and discussion of the irrefutable
evidence confirming the UK Government’s culpability in an historical medical atrocity, involving the surgical
‘brain-rape’ of a select group of children, with a view to their lasting biological enslavement, for instrumental and
technological ends, and within institutions providing State healthcare, that no public body in the UK can claim with
sincerity to have an interest in safeguarding the rights of children, and in their protection from systematic abuse
by individuals or institutions who maintain power over them.


Yours faithfully,


Michael S. Jones


http://www.somr.info


 


[Quoted text hidden]
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PMED_2800_Q2_15.zip
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DL-F.pdf
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Michael Jones < >


Re: Formal Complaint over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary &
Health Service Ombudsman


Michael Jones < > 24 May 2017 at 14:03
Reply-To: 
To: civilsociety@ohchr.org, nationalinstitutions@ohchr.org


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my previous two correspondences with your office, made on 06/02/2017 and 22/10/2016, with regard to my
formal complaint over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman ('PHSO'), which
you have not yet acknowledged. I write to provide you with two further updates to the complete Lists and Archives of
correspondence in relation to my two outstanding complaints against UK medical institutions:


a) the first made against the South London & Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust ('SLaM') on 15/10/2015 (complaint not
yet referred to the office of the PHSO) - represented in the contents of Document List E and the (newly titled) Archive:
E_PMED_2800_Q2_15.zip. The previous update to the List representing this Archive had been titled DL-E_update.pdf
- the new List (which involves some changes to the filenames and order of the previous List) is simply named 'DL-
E.pdf' (see attachments).


b) the second made against UCLH NHS Foundation Trust ('UCLH') on 09/11/2015 and subsequently referred to the
PHSO on 28/12/2015 - represented in the contents of Document List D and the (newly titled) D_244515-262750.zip.
The previous update to the List representing this Archive had been titled DL-D_update3.pdf - the new List (which
involves some changes to the filenames and order of the previous List) is simply named 'DL-D.pdf' (see attachments).


In relation to item a), I have now received the SLaM's first formal response to my complaint (dated '20/10/2016'), first
received (in an incorrectly addressed form) on 26/10/2016 (only four days after the date of my email of 22/10/2016 to
your own office with regard to this matter). The new Archive includes my extensive Comments in response to the
correctly addressed version of the SLaM's response received on 31/10/2016 (see items (21) & (27) of List E). I have
now made a Subject Access Request ('SAR') under the Data Protection Act 1998 to SLaM's Data Protection Office for
documentary items referred to within SLaM's response. In spite of the fact that it is now 93 days following the date of
this SAR (40 days being the required response window under the DPA), SLaM has neither fulfilled nor explained the
reasons for its non-fulfilment of this request. Neither has it offered any indication of when it might actually fulfill the
request (see items (30-33) of List E). In the absence of the items requested in my SAR, I am unable to proceed with
my complaint against SLaM.


In relation to item b) listed above, I have now received UCLH's response to my request for a review of Matt Miles'
decision of 22/07/2016 not to investigate my original complaint of 09/11/2015 aganst UCLH. My comments under the
new additions to DL_D.pdf in respect of items (26) - (33) express my criticism and analysis of the PHSO's conduct in
respect of its processing of this particular complaint which, in view of the intractability of its decision not to investigate,
means that this clearly substantial complaint will remain uninvestigated and unresolved by the UK's chief Health
Service regulator.


Please replace your existing Document Lists D & E and their corresponding Archives with the top four attachments
below.


In addition I have attached the latest revision of my report (Special Operation in Medical Research.pdf) (rev:
12/05/2017).


Yours faithfully,
Michael Jones
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Michael Jones < >


Re: CDH 005/14


Michael Jones < > 13 August 2016 at 14:01
Reply-To: 
To: commissioner@coe.int


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my last correspondence with your office on 19 July 2016, with regard to the regulatory conduct of the
UK Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO), in which I had provided an update to the List and
Archive of correspondence in reference to my complaint against UCLH NHS Trust of 09/11/2015, and the
subsequent referral of that complaint to the PHSO on 28/12/2015 (re: Document List D(update) and associated
archive: 262750.zip), I write to provide you with a second update to that List and Archive to include the most
recent correspondence between the PHSO and myself, sent and received between 22/07/2016 and 08/08/2016.


Please find attached a further updated Document List D (DL-D_update2.pdf) and Archive - the latter given the
name of the combined PHSO reference numbers both assigned to this complaint: 244515-262750.zip, and
including the same items 1 to 19 as the previous update, together with the most recent items of correspondence
as items 20 to 24.


I will update you in due course of any further developments with respect to this complaint.


Your faithfully,
Michael Jones


http://somr.info
[Quoted text hidden]
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Michael Jones < >


Re: CDH 005/14


Michael Jones < > 19 July 2016 at 06:14
Reply-To: 
To: commissioner@coe.int


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my email to your office of 13 April 2016, with regard to the regulatory conduct of the UK
Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO), and in respect of my most recent complaint referred to
the PHSO on 28/12/2015 - the complaint of 09/11/2015 against UCLH NHS Foundation Trust (re: Document List
D and associated archive: 244515.zip), I write to provide you with an update to the List and Archive relating to
that complaint process, to include the most recent correspondence between the PHSO and myself following my
request for a review of its decision of 11/03/2016 not to investigate the complaint.


Please find attached an updated Document List D, and Archive, the latter given the name of the new PHSO
reference number: 262750.zip. For reasons best known to itself, the PHSO decided to terminate the original
complaint process, and re-start its assessment from scratch, beginning with a new complaint reference, in its
letter to me of 11/07/2016 (item 17 of the new List/Archive).


I will continue to update you in due course with any further developments with respect to this complaint.


Your faithfully,
Michael Jones


http://somr.info


2 attachments
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The Commissioner for Human Rights   Michael Jones 
Council of Europe      [Address] 
Avenue de l’Europe       
F – 67075 Strasbourg       
France           
   
         
 


 
 


 


4 November 2013 


Dear Sir, 


UK Surgeons Commit Medical Atrocities & State-Crime (1967) – Disclosure of Evidence. 


This letter duplicates an email attachment to be sent to: ‘private.office@coe.int’ and 
‘pressunit@coe.int’ email addresses on 06/11/2013. That email also includes an attachment of 
my 75-page report: Special Operations in Medical Research, which is referred to in the following. 
Included with this letter are hard-copies of the MRI evidence referred to below, in the form of two 
CD Rom discs. 


For the past 46 years the British National Health Service and the British Government have 
concealed an appalling secret. I am at the centre of the issue, as a 'research subject', of a bizarre 
medical research program, of a specialised, secretive, and entirely unprecedented nature. These 
remarks relate to the event of an illicit and covert neurosurgical operation I underwent, a week 
before my sixth birthday, without my knowledge or consent, under the guise of a routine 
tonsillectomy procedure. 


There is now irrefutable medical evidence (in the form of two Brain MRI scans) confirming that 
the principle purpose of this operation, conducted by surgeons at the North Staffordshire 
Infirmary in 1967 (now The University Hospital of North Staffordshire), was not simply the 
removal of my tonsils, but, in fact, the creation of an opportunity to surgically implant a series of 
surreptitious technical devices in my neck area – devices which include, for example, as recently 
revealed in the second MRI scan (conducted at UCLH NHS Trust, London, on 6 March 2013), a 
small rigid box-like structure (or structures), clearly of non-biological origin, approximately 1cm 
square, and situated behind the back of my throat, close to the brain-stem (refer to the three 
images presented on pp.53-55 of my report, or at http://somr.info/report/rep0.php). 


In addition, the first Brain MRI scan (conducted at St. Thomas’ Hospital, London, on 2 October 
2008), revealed the presence of a further object in my neck area, apparently of non-biological 
origin, to the left of the vertebral column (refer to the three images presented on pp.45-47 of my 
report, or at http://somr.info/report/). The original MRI Findings report from St. Thomas’ Radiology 
Dept. made no reference to the anomaly from this scan, concluding with the words: “no 
significant intracranial abnormality identified”. Following a complaint to Guy’s & St. Thomas’ NHS 
Trust’s Complaints Dept., on 19/03/2013, in which I referred to the apparent anomaly in images 
13-15 from Series 7 of the scan, pointing out its omission from the Radiologist’s report, and 
alleging a cover-up involving both St. Thomas’ Radiology and Guy’s Neurology Depts., the 
Complaints Dept.’s response was to reconfirm the validity of the original findings, declaring the 
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object referred to as “normal”, and explaining it in terms of the “left vertebral artery”. This 
explanation however is entirely unconvincing; the revealed structure of the object – its variation in 
density, indicating a variation in material composition – precludes such an explanation. My 
conclusion from this response was that the Complaints Dept., faced with the prospect of an 
unmanageable controversy, felt that it had no alternative but to recapitulate the cover-up which 
had been instigated four years previously across two separate departments within the Trust. In 
view of this, on 28/06/2013 I sent a letter to the Metropolitan Police at New Scotland Yard 
reporting my suspicions of the cover-up at Guy’s & St. Thomas’, together with copies of both MRI 
scans. I have yet received no communication whatsoever from the police in response to this 
report (for a full account of the progress of this complaint and relevant correspondence, see 
pp.45-53 & 55-56 of my report, and: http://somr.info/report/). 


The suggestion from the evidence referred to above indicating the presence of illicit surgical 
implants in my neck area is therefore of a level of covert, organised activity, aimed at a piece of 
highly specialised neurological research, and implicating certain offices of the UK Government, 
including the Department of Health. Evidence and analysis in support of these statements, 
including further MRI images, and my account of my medical and family case-history spanning 
the years 1967 to the present, is presented in my report, and online at the website mentioned 
above. This includes some theoretical exploration of the likely technological imperatives which I 
understand must have informed this research program (see the Technocracy section of my 
report, pp.39-44), although it has to be said that, at this point in time, the bulk of the evidence 
relating to the precise utility of the research remains undisclosed and unavailable to me 
personally. Nevertheless, the manifestation of such a covert research program, as a 
technological imperative, in spite of its highly unethical nature, has to be understood on the basis 
that it promised access to knowledge of human neurological processes essential to the 
advancement of certain medical and technological fields, but which, in 1967, was unobtainable by 
any other possible (i.e., ethical) means. The seriousness of the allegation, and which goes some 
way to explain the urgency behind attempts to cover-up the evidence, is that the event of my 
‘tonsillectomy’ cannot be conceived as the responsibility of any single corrupt individual, but must 
be understood rather as an organised, collegial, and interdisciplinary enterprise, implicating the 
activities of various offices of state, health and educational institutions, and backed by corporate 
investment. 


My report points to the conclusion that this fraudulent experimental operation was sanctioned 
with my mother’s knowledge and consent, in exchange for the payment to her of significant 
financial remuneration. My father, however, was not party to this arrangement, and was kept in 
ignorance over the true nature of the operation, until his suspicions were aroused in response to 
anomalies in my appearance and in my behaviour, during the months following the operation. 
There is considerable evidence to indicate that the untimely death of my father during surgery in 
May 1968, at the age of 41, was a consequence of him openly voicing his suspicions over the 
propriety of my tonsillectomy, at times aggressively to my mother, and subsequently his being 
expediently silenced by the combined actions of the family doctor, and surgeons at the North 
Staffordshire Infirmary (for further elaboration, see the Evidence section of my report, pp.6-9). 


In spite of the fact that since 1967 I have experienced chronic physical and mental ill-effects, as a 
direct consequence of these events, there was no clear reason for me to suspect that something 
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quite so extraordinary as this had taken place, all those years ago, until the year 2001, when 
certain aspects of evidence first came to my attention. 


In the intervening 12 years since 2001, I have been engaged in the difficult process of collecting 
further evidence in support of these suspicions, though it has to be said that this has been an 
entirely self-directed and single-handed process, carried out against the persistent efforts by both 
the police and the medical profession to suppress and deny this evidence. Both the Metropolitan 
and Staffordshire Police forces have been in possession of partial evidence since 2003, and of 
conclusive evidence since January 2012, but have so far failed to make an appropriate response 
to it. This, in combination with the ongoing cover-up by Guy’s & St. Thomas’ NHS Trust, suggests 
that both police forces, as well as diverse organisations within the NHS, have been complicit in 
the suppression of the evidence, in accordance with the dictates of a sophisticated regime of 
secrecy, operating from within the highest levels of state. 


I first came into possession of a copy of the initial Brain MRI scan in December 2010, following a 
Subject Access Request to St. Thomas’ Hospital Radiology Dept., where the scan had been 
conducted two years previously. My access to this material therefore presented the first serious 
risk of a public disclosure of this crucial prima facie evidence. Subsequently, there began a series 
of attempts on my life, mainly indirect, and frequently involving attempts at poisoning (these 
issues are treated in greater depth in the Appendix to my report, pp.57-65). These attempts 
persisted from December 2010 through until the autumn of 2012, meaning that throughout that 
period I was forced to remain in hiding. 


In spite of my alerting the police several times during 2011 to material evidence of attempts at 
poisoning, they have consistently ignored my reports, and refused to acknowledge the evidence. 
In fact both the police and the medical profession have relied upon the casual assumption that 
my claims were delusional in nature, in order to distance themselves from any factual 
consideration of the evidence (e.g., by doctors at St. Thomas’ Hospital refusing to take samples 
of my body fluids to ascertain evidence of poisoning), meaning that for a two-year period I had no 
recourse to the law, or to health services, against a clearly evident series of attempts on my life. 
This response to my allegations is not helped by the fact that any attempt at an initial succinct 
communication of the content of these claims sounds bizarre and improbable, and resembles the 
caricature of a classical delusional syndrome. The first response to my reports is therefore 
invariably one of massive incredulity, and a tendency to ‘switch-off’ attention to subsequent 
assertions of the evidence which actually proves those allegations. 


This initial scepticism affected the police’ response to the evidence I presented to them 
(excluding the MRI evidence) ten years ago, in 2003. In subsequent anticipation of this inevitable 
scepticism, and because these concerns have preoccupied my attention throughout the 
intervening decade, I have had to maintain myself in social and familial isolation, for it has not 
been possible to discuss these issues with anyone other than prospective figures of authority, or 
members of the medical or legal professions, upon whom I depended for acknowledgement of 
the evidence. However, even in spite of the existence of conclusive MRI evidence, none of those 
professionals has the courage, or the independence, to openly discuss an issue of such 
extraordinary sensitivity (and horror), and therefore neither to offer explicit corroboration of that 
evidence, settling instead for the prophylactic response that my claims must be ‘delusional’. For 
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this reason only, the evidence has remained until this point undisclosed. This means that it has 
been impossible to initiate any process of civil or criminal litigation in the UK as such a process 
would have depended upon the engagement of lawyers, and the enlisting of expert opinion. In 
particular, the General Medical Council of the UK has dismissed the grounds for a complaint on 
the basis of the MRI evidence presented to it (in the absence of additional expert corroboration) 
for the reason that, as stated by the GMC in their response to my complaint: “we are not able to 
medically evaluate your scans” (see pp.63-64 of my report). 


This complete refusal to acknowledge the substance of my allegations amongst the relevant 
regulatory bodies at the national level implies of course that I do not have the option of pursuing 
any international judicial appeal, as any such process would require that all procedures of 
litigation at the national level have first been exhausted. 


From the progress of my complaints to the Police, the GMC, and to Guy’s & St. Thomas’ NHS 
Trust, outlined in the Appendix to the report, it is apparent that those public bodies duty-bound to 
address my complaints are locked into a kind of systemic denial, the explanation for which is that 
the evidence disclosed to them reveals activities and undertakings within some of our most 
respected institutions, which are not explicable simply in terms of an isolated instance of 
individual corruption or malfeasance, but which must rather be understood as an organised and 
interdisciplinary enterprise, involving offices of state and diverse public institutions, as well as 
medical professionals bound by a duty of care; and which are parallel, in microcosm, to some of 
the atrocious medical experiments committed under the Nazi regime. Such a disclosure therefore 
traduces some of the fundamental moral and ethical principles which we rely on institutions 
bearing a duty of care to maintain, particularly with respect to the treatment of vulnerable 
individuals (in this case a five-year-old child), and relativises the state’s commitment to 
humanitarian principles, when those principles are so easily circumvented by the state acting 
covertly. 


In terms of our accustomed expectations in civil society, with regard to the duty of care held by 
offices of state towards its most vulnerable citizens, the matter is almost inconceivable – yet 
undoubtedly it happened. In particular, the case is instructive for what it reveals about the status 
of children's rights in an advanced democratic society such as the UK. For instance, it reveals 
how the category of legal disenfranchisement applied to children may be exploited to facilitate (in 
this particular case) the surgical brain-rape of a child for instrumental purposes, in the absence of 
the child's knowledge or consent, while it is practically inconceivable that the same form of abuse 
could be successfully enacted against an adult. 


Britain being a key signatory to such international protocols as the European Convention on 
Human Rights (1950), and the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki: Ethical 
Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects (1964), we might expect that the 
respect established for these protocols would inhibit the exercise of such abuses. However, it is 
rather as if the apparent contempt for these conventions evident in this particular abuse of the 
rights of a child does not quite signify, for the reason that the rights of children are habitually 
conceived in passive-only terms, so that by removing the factor of the child’s volition from the 
equation, in effect the child does not come to possess the attribute of ‘humanity’ in the fullest 
sense of the word. 
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Nevertheless, in the face of a full and honest enquiry into the circumstances of these events, it 
would not be possible to sustain this kind of disavowal, merely for the sake of administrative 
convenience, or to preserve the appearance of untainted public morality. The operative concept 
of the rights of a child, passively conceived, has not succeeded in protecting this child from 
organised and systematic abuse by scientific and technical institutions demanding solutions to 
otherwise insoluble research dilemma. As the ultimate criminal responsibility for this undertaking 
lies within certain offices of the UK Government, including the Dept. of Health, its disclosure 
unavoidably threatens the integrity and stability of the UK State. In international terms, it 
undermines the credibility of those humanitarian principles which have informed the political 
cohesion and accountability of the European Project since 1945. 


Such exceptional events as these require supreme efforts of understanding, and while the 
enormity of scandal implied by this disclosure has so far prevented its open public discussion, it 
is imperative that such a discussion actually takes place, if we are to have any guarantee against 
the repetition of such state-sanctioned ethical atrocity, within a contemporary liberal-democratic 
regime such as the UK. 


For full details of the evidence, my conclusions, as well as relevant complaints and 
correspondence, please refer to my report, or to my website: http://somr.info/. 


Yours faithfully, 


 


 


Michael Jones 


 


Enclosures: 
 


1. CD copy* of Brain MRI scan (“MRI 1”) made at St. Thomas’ Radiology Dept., Guy’s & St. 
Thomas’ NHS Trust, London, UK, on 02/10/2008. The three images referred to in my 
report (pp.45-47) are images 13, 14, & 15 from Series 7 of the scan (coronal sections). 


2. CD copy* of MRI HEAD scan (“MRI 2”) made at National Hospital for Neurology and 
Neurosurgery, UCLH NHS Trust, London, UK, on 06/03/2013. The three images referred 
to in my report (pp.53-55) are images 51, 52, & 53, from the 128-image sequence 
located in the top folder named ‘AAH Scout’ (sagittal sections), in the scan explorer 
window which opens when running the scan application.  


* These items compatible with Microsoft Windows platforms only. 
 








Michael Jones < >


Re: Formal Complaint over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary &
Health Service Ombudsman


Michael Jones < > 22 October 2016 at 11:01
Reply-To: 
To: civilsociety@ohchr.org, nationalinstitutions@ohchr.org


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to two of my previous submissions to your office, of 13/08/2016 and 12/05/2016, in relation to my
complaint of 25/04/2016 over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman
(PHSO), which you have not yet acknowledged, I write to submit additional material as updates to the archives
of correspondence already in your possession, in relation to two of my outstanding complaints against UK
medical institutions.


These are as follows:


i) A third update to Document List D (DL-D_update3.pdf), Update2 of which was submitted to your office on
13/08/2016, together with a copy of  an email exchange listed as item (25) in that list, to add to your existing
archive: 244515-262750.zip.


ii) An update to Document List E (DL-E_update.pdf), originally submitted to your office on 12/05/2016, together
with copies of two emails received since the date of that submission, listed as items (13) & (14) in the updated
list, to add to your existing archive: PMED_2800_Q2_15.zip.


In relation to the second of these updates, it is now, by today's date, a year and seven days since the date of
my complaint to the South London & Maudsley NHS Trust (SLaM) of 15/10/2015 (the subject of Document List E
and associated archive: PMED_2800_Q2_15.zip), and yet I am still awaiting a formal response to that
complaint. Although this complaint has not yet been referred to the office of the PHSO, there are similarities
between SLaM's treatment of this complaint, and the PHSO's treatment of my complaint against UCLH NHS
Trust detailed in Document List D, which I suspect may reveal motives and expectations shared between these
two organisations.


Following the email received from Michelle Davis at SLaM on 06/04/2016 (item (12) of List E), there have been
two further similar apologetic emails, dated 09/08/2016 and 13/09/2016 (see attachments), but still no sign of
the response which the latest email claims to have been 'under preparation' six weeks ago.


Realistically, if it has taken SLaM's Complaints Team more than ten-times the NHS guideline window of 25
working-days to formally respond to my complaint, then it is safe to assume that the Trust is either unable to
respond, or is unwilling to do so. Such a delay would even place the complaint outside the PHSO's normal
12-month window for referral to the regulator.


This implies that SLaM perceives no reasonable defence against the four objections raised in my letter of
complaint against the referral initiated by Dr. Hodgkiss, in his letter to my GP of 18/06/2013 (item (1) of List E),
and that the referral letter was indeed defamatory, contemptuous, and without any medical justification; as well
as involving an abuse of Data Protection principles. In that case, it is doubtful that SLaM's legal position would
be improved by its actually fulfilling a formal response to my complaint at this time; which suggests the series of
apologetic emails from Ms. Davis are with the purpose of maintaining merely an appearance of goodwill.


Apropos of that, with regard to the complaint still outstanding at the office of the PHSO (re: my complaint to
UCLH NHS Trust of 09/11/2015, referred to the PHSO on 28/12/2015 - the subject of Document List D and
Archive), there has been one further email from Mr. Whitehead, Customer Care Officer at the PHSO, to myself
of 15/08/2016, followed by my reply of 23/08/2016 (see both combined as the single attachment - item (25) of
List D). In his email Mr. Whitehead warns me of a further administrative delay while his ‘already completed’
formal response to my concerns receives approval from his senior colleague. My reply eight days later sought an
estimation of how long this process might take, and if there might be any additional delays. At the time of writing,
ten weeks post Mr. Whitehead's email, I have still not received the promised formal response; neither have I
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received any response to my email of 23/08/2016.


These twin failures (or rather, refusals) of regulatory process have occurred exactly simultaneously, and both
involve allegations against medical professionals involved with my medical assessment and care, for having
fabricated judgments of mental illness on my behalf (a delusional psychosis), as part of their strategy of defence
against my broader allegations regarding the existence of two cover-ups of medical evidence: the first at Guy's
& St. Thomas' NHS Trust, the second at UCLH NHS Trust; to which Trusts the two doctors under investigation
(Dr. Hodgkiss at SLaM, and Dr. Heaney at UCLH) were professionally associated.


In view of the absence either from SLaM or from the PHSO of a coherent response to either of the two
complaints, my assertions that the medical judgements in each case were spurious and dishonest, are now
effectively proven.


However, this conclusion does not address satisfactorily the attempt by SLaM to prolong the process of
responding to my complaint against Dr. Hodgkiss apparently indefinitely. Likewise, it neither addresses the
behaviour of the PHSO in 'hedging its bets' between two potentially contradictory responses to my complaint
against UCLH: the first, Mr. Miles' decision of 22/07/2016 (item (21) of List D - essentially a repeat of the earlier
erroneous decision of 11/03/2016 to the same effect) not to investigate the complaint, with the same air of
finality as the earlier decision, but which was then undermined only four days later with a promise (item (22) of
List D - under the identical reference number) to look again at my request for a review of the decision of
11/03/2016 (but which did not even acknowledge that Mr. Miles has already made an assessment of that
request), a promise which to date however remains defiantly undelivered. As the PHSO has not explicitly
criticised or retracted Mr. Miles' decision of 22/07/2016, it retains of course the option of promoting that decision
as its final one. 


The overriding impression in both cases is one of intentional and prolonged inaction, as if each organisation was
deliberately suspending its final judgement (or its necessary capitulation), pending the intervention of some
radical denouement, with the potential to eliminate the very source of the complaint; thus absolving each
organisation entirely of its painful commitment to concede the substantiality of the claims in each case.


This coincidence of exceptional prolonged inaction across two independent organisations towards two discrete
complaints, but from the same individual complainant, is an indication that this shared disposition was no
accident, but that it was in fact motivated in each case by a joint expectation: that the plaintiff himself would be
successfully and expediently eliminated.   


I will update you in due course of any further developments with respect to this complaint.


Your faithfully,
Michael Jones


On 19 July 2016 at 06:12, Michael Jones <  wrote:
Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my complaint to your office of 25 April 2016, over the regulatory conduct of the UK Parliamentary &
Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO), and with regard to my most recent complaint referred to the PHSO on
28/12/2015 - the complaint of 09/11/2015 against UCLH NHS Foundation Trust (re: Document List D and
associated archive: 244515.zip), I write to provide you with an update to the List and Archive relating to that
complaint process, to include the most recent correspondence between the PHSO and myself following my
request for a review of its decision of 11/03/2016 not to investigate the complaint.


Please find attached an updated Document List D, and Archive, the latter given the name of the new PHSO
reference number: 262750.zip. For reasons best known to itself, the PHSO decided to terminate the original
complaint process, and re-start its assessment from scratch, beginning with a new complaint reference, in its
letter to me of 11/07/2016 (item 17 of the new List/Archive).


I will continue to update you in due course with any further developments with respect to this complaint.


Your faithfully,
Michael Jones


http://somr.info
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2 attachments


Doclist-D_update3.zip
279K


Doclist-E_update.zip
236K
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Michael Jones < >


Re: CDH 005/14


Michael Jones < > 12 April 2016 at 11:26
Reply-To: 
To: commissioner@coe.int


Dear Sir or Madam,


Further to my last correspondence to your office of 25 April 2015, I write to submit evidence of documents and
correspondence in relation to the processing and adjudication of two of my complaints submitted to the office of
the Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO) in the UK. The complaints were originally submitted in
2013, and the second of these complaints is still in the process of investigation by the PHSO.


My reasons for referring this material to your office at this point in time are discussed in the attached letter:
letter_COE-CHR_12.4.16.pdf. The additional attachments are two Document List files (A&B) describing the
contents of the accompanying zip archives of documents and correspondence, which are named according to the
respective PHSO reference numbers.


I hope the material submitted will be self-explanatory, when considered in its entirety. However, if you should
require any additional information, please let me know by writing to this email address (only). I currently have no
safe access to the external letterbox at my home address; therefore please ensure any responses to this
communication are sent only to this email address.


Yours faithfully,
Michael Jones
[Quoted text hidden]


5 attachments


letter_COE-CHR_12.4.16.pdf
161K


DL-A.pdf
255K


DL-B.pdf
340K


173713.zip
4099K


179837.zip
6883K
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OHCHR       Michael Jones 
Palais des Nations      [Address] 
CH-1211 Geneva 10      
Switzerland        
      
         
 


 


 


 


01 October 2013 


Dear Sir or Madam, 


UK Surgeons Commit Medical Atrocities & State-Crime (1967) – 


Disclosure of Evidence. 


This letter duplicates an email sent to: InfoDesk@ohchr.org, Press-


Info@ohchr.org, civilsociety@ohchr.org, nationalinstitutions@ohchr.org, 


gmagazzeni@ohchr.org, email addresses on 30/09/2013. That email included an 


attachment of my report: Special Operations in Medical Research, which is 


referred to in the following. This letter also encloses hard-copies of the MRI 


evidence referred to in that email, in the form of two CDs. 


For the past 46 years the British National Health Service and the British 


Government have concealed an appalling secret. I am at the centre of the issue, 


as a 'research subject', of a bizarre medical research program, of a specialised, 


secretive, and entirely unprecedented nature. These remarks relate to the event 


of an illicit and covert neurosurgical operation I underwent, a week before my 


sixth birthday, without my knowledge or consent, under the guise of a routine 


tonsillectomy procedure. 


There is now irrefutable medical evidence (in the form of two Brain MRI scans) 


confirming that the principle purpose of this operation, conducted by surgeons at 


the North Staffordshire Infirmary in 1967 (now The University Hospital of North 


Staffordshire), was not simply the removal of my tonsils, but, in fact, the creation 


of an opportunity to surgically implant a series of surreptitious technical devices 


in my neck and upper-chest area – devices which include, for example, as 


recently revealed in the second MRI scan, a small rigid box-like structure (or 


structures), clearly of non-biological origin, approximately 1cm square, and 


situated behind the back of my throat, close to the brain-stem. 


The suggestion is therefore of a level of covert, organised criminal activity, 


aimed at a piece of highly specialised neurological research, and implicating 


certain offices of the UK Government and the Health Service. 


Evidence in support of these statements, including selected MRI images, and my 


personal report (the email attachment referred to above) of my medical and 


family case-history spanning the years 1967 to the present, is presented online 
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at the website: http://somr.info/report. This includes some theoretical exploration 


of the likely technological imperatives which I understand must have informed 


this research program (see pp.39-44 of the report), although it has to be said 


that, at this point in time, the bulk of the evidence relating to the precise utility 


of the research remains undisclosed and unavailable to me personally. 


My report points to the conclusion that this fraudulent experimental operation 


was sanctioned with my mother’s knowledge and consent, in exchange for the 


payment to her of significant financial remuneration. My father, however, was 


not party to this arrangement, and was kept in ignorance over the true nature of 


the operation, until his suspicions were aroused in response to anomalies in my 


appearance and in my behaviour, during the months following the operation. 


There is considerable evidence to indicate that the untimely death of my father 


during surgery in May 1968, at the age of 41, was a consequence of him openly 


voicing his suspicions over the propriety of my tonsillectomy, at times 


aggressively to my mother, and subsequently his being expediently silenced by 


the combined actions of the family doctor, and surgeons at the North 


Staffordshire Infirmary (for further elaboration, see the Evidence section of the 


report, pp.6-9). 


In spite of the fact that since 1967 I have experienced chronic physical and 


mental ill-effects, as a direct consequence of these events, there was no clear 


reason for me to suspect that something quite so extraordinary as this had taken 


place, all those years ago, until the year 2001, when certain aspects of evidence 


first came to my attention. 


In the intervening 12 years since 2001, I have been engaged in the difficult 


process of collecting further evidence in support of these suspicions, though it 


has to be said that this has been an entirely self-directed and single-handed 


process, carried out against the persistent efforts by both the police and the 


medical profession to suppress and deny this evidence. This is in spite of the fact 


that the first conclusive MRI evidence emerged in October 2008, but which was 


misreported and covered-up by the Radiology and Neurology Depts. at Guy’s & 


St. Thomas’ NHS Trust in London (see: pp. 45-52 & 55-56 of my report).  


Both the Metropolitan and Staffordshire Police forces have been in possession of 


partial evidence since 2003, and of conclusive evidence since January 2012, but 


have so far failed to make an appropriate response to it. These combined 


circumstances suggest that both police forces, as well as diverse organisations 


within the NHS, have been complicit in the suppression of the evidence, in 


accordance with the dictates of a sophisticated regime of secrecy, operating 


from within the highest levels of state. 


As I have indicated, the event of my ‘tonsillectomy’ cannot be conceived as the 


responsibility of any single corrupt individual, but must be understood rather as 


an organised, collegial, and interdisciplinary enterprise, implicating the activities 
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of various offices of state, health and educational institutions, and backed by 


corporate investment. The manifestation of this covert research program, as a 


technological imperative, in spite of its highly unethical nature, has to be 


understood on the basis that it promised access to knowledge of human 


neurological processes essential to the advancement of certain medical and 


technological fields, but which, in 1967, was unobtainable by any other possible 


(i.e., ethical) means (for further elaboration, see the Technocracy section of my 


report, pp.39-44). 


I first came into possession of a copy of the initial Brain MRI scan in December 


2010, following a Subject Access Request to St. Thomas’ Hospital Radiology 


Dept., where the scan had been conducted two years previously. My access to 


this material therefore presented the first serious risk of a public disclosure of 


this crucial prima facie evidence. Subsequently, there began a series of attempts 


on my life, mainly indirect, and frequently involving attempts at poisoning (these 


issues are treated in greater depth in the Appendix to my report, pp.57-66). 


These attempts persisted from December 2010 through until the autumn of 


2012, meaning that throughout that period I was forced to remain in hiding. 


In spite of my alerting the police several times during 2011 to evidence of 


attempts at poisoning, they have consistently ignored my reports, and refused to 


accept material evidence. In fact both the police and the medical profession have 


relied upon the casual assumption that my claims were delusional in nature, in 


order to distance themselves from any factual consideration of the evidence 


(e.g., by refusing to take samples of my body fluids to ascertain evidence of 


poisoning), meaning that for a two-year period I had no recourse to the law, or to 


health services, against a clearly evident series of attempts on my life. 


These concerns have occupied me exclusively since my suspicions were first 


aroused, 12 years ago. For this period I have lived in social and familial isolation, 


for it has not been possible to discuss these issues with anyone other than 


prospective figures of authority, or members of the medical or legal professions, 


upon whom I depended for acknowledgement of the evidence. Sadly, none of 


these professionals has had the courage, or the independence, to offer explicit 


corroboration of that evidence, and so, for this reason only, the evidence has 


remained until this point undisclosed. This has meant that it has been impossible 


to initiate any process of civil or criminal litigation in the UK, as such a process 


would have depended upon the engagement of lawyers, and the enlisting of 


expert opinions. 


In terms of our accustomed expectations in civil society, with regard to the duty 


of care held by offices of state towards its most vulnerable citizens, the matter is 


almost inconceivable – and yet it happened; and this in spite of the existence of 


various international protocols which explicitly proscribe such practices. Such 


exceptional events as these require supreme efforts of understanding, and while 


the enormity of scandal implied by this disclosure has so far prevented its open 
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public discussion, it is imperative that such a discussion actually takes place, if 


we are to have any guarantee against the repetition of such state-sanctioned 


ethical atrocity, within a contemporary liberal-democratic regime such as the UK. 


For full details of the evidence, my report and conclusions, as well as relevant 


complaints and correspondence, please refer to my website: http://somr.info. 


Yours faithfully, 


 


 


 


Michael Jones 


 


Enclosures: 


 
1. CD copy* of Brain MRI scan (“MRI 1”) made at St. Thomas’ Radiology 


Dept., Guy’s & St. Thomas’ NHS Trust, London, UK, on 02/10/2008. The 


three images referred to in my report (pp. 46-7) are images 13, 14, & 15 


from Series 7 of the scan (coronal sections). 


2. CD copy* of MRI HEAD scan (“MRI 2”) made at National Hospital for 


Neurology and Neurosurgery, UCLH NHS Trust, London, UK, on 


06/03/2013. The three images referred to in my report (pp. 53-5) from this 


scan are images 51, 52, & 53, from the 128-image sequence located in the 


top folder named ‘AAH Scout’ (sagittal sections), in the scan explorer 


window which opens when running the scan application.  


* These items compatible with Windows XP platform only. 


 





